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anian leader raises doubts

— Iran's future prime
Tlk,staler yest^day: expressed doubt

hWo whether hto^enunent would

.ittaue -to .toJfcrMl. or to

Sui Afrfos.':

)r. Shapur Baktlar. addressing a
ss conference after being

linseed' i* premier by both
jn or parliament, was asked

ether oil would be sold to Israel

South Africa. He replied:

Given theconflict that opposes us

t
rellgtowcontext to Israel, and in

er context to. South Africa, I.

my government will not do

62-year-old Bakbtiar, who .is

[ to be sworn .In as premier

thsT^v the .weekend, had told the
'aiui^aHjrters that Jran would sell oil to

ttintries requoattoS It, He was then

j.^pJJed about selling oil to Israel and

eln
1 ACricaH •’ "

•

^«Sgfe replied that he thought Israel

BW) iuld reach agreement with its

^“ticiUj.a.b neighbours. The question of
"

«0f/ling oil to South Africa hinged ap-

“Htgiljcnlly over “politlca]" disputes

b Evtweea the ,tw« countries.^ l W/esu«‘*bly over-
” â ~. ~ —
JS^

Pretoria’s

. apartheid racial policy.

Dr Bakbtiar also described the
Central Treaty Organization
(CENTO? alliance as '’militarily

dead." Iran Is linked In the CENTO
defence pact, with Britain, Turkey.
Pakistan and the U.S.
Bakbtiar further promised to

S
actually dismantle martial law
roughout the country, and hinted

that the embattled Shah Mohammed
Reza Pahlavi will leave the country
for ’Test and a vacation".
Bakhtlar, who received reporters

at his north Teheran villa, stressed
the following plans for restoring Iran
to civilian rule for the first time in
two months:
• He wants

. the reduction of the
nation's secret police. Savak. to an

. intelligence agency only.

• His government will not submit
itself "to military authority,
whatever it is." He said he does not
fear a military coup d'etat against
his new moderate regime.

• Political parties will be permitted
free operation. He Indicated,
however, that the Communist Party,

1 Al planning to resume

to Teheran today
be« that

tons ^
By BABCCH SAVUXE

JJ®’-
fast* Jerusalem Post Beporter

AVIV. — EH A1 plans to operate

no!
1?** Teheran flight on schedule today.

R-h . *Us was stated ta Tel Aviv last night

:

H,

* ^ a spokesman for the national air-
aurectios

ce . who said that the cancellation of
? resl

- ®»sterday*s flight had been due- to
«ons

olaniocs strike of ground staff and other
’erseded

fcy satentlal personnel at Meherabad

la^nwrt in Teheran:

;

- -•

i«ir a) tb ttJncertainty about the .unrest
Tel ^vailing at the airporthad also ap-

renily contributed to S3 AT* deci-

-n not to fly toTeher&n yesterday.

According to an Israeli who has
"uraed from Iran, between 1Q0 and
of the Israelis still there wish to

re. These include some 40 super*
- W/T4c jfmiOrs of Solel Boneh, which has vast

istruction projects In Iran, ea-

uahebwalikEiated to be worth over $200m.
?nt idhatch atthework on these projectsis
hree rambutinuing, although on a smaller
’mjc proSjEsje due tothe fuel shortage, it was
my mnls.irortedi'

isk to sail r
’

•

Some Israelis were reported
waiting at Iran's Persian Gulf
seaports for the arrival of export
shipments carried by Zim ships,

worth many millions of dollars. The
shipping company has meanwhile
levied a IS per cent surcharge on
shipping rates and, until it ceases
shipment, insists on S6D0 deposits for

each container.
Exports usually carried on El A1

jumbo cargo planes have been tem-
porarily suspended.
A returning Israeli told The

Jerusalem Post last night that cer-

tain foreign newa agency reports of

El A1 allowing Israelis to board
without tickets rather than other
nationals, especially Iranians, had
been a complete distortion of the
facts. Additional Israelis, however,
had boarded the El A1 flight to Tel
Aviv an Monday — following the in-

ability1 of Iranians to deposit the re-

quired $300 exit levy into the banks,
as the banks were all closed by a
strike.

veditman gets Wz years; will

jppeal, won’t quit Knesset

ified avi!DE£

is cassis
•s hoarser

•sidize Kte*

iv tr.e stare;

a half vanft’

how can fa

AVrV «««>• - former
,, Vfnle

hovot mayor Shmuel Rechtman

M m -a yesterday sentenced to three

.. .. a half years imprisonment and
cs loihen#-^

JL7Q QQQ for taking a IL70.000

oj.be from contractor Aharon Gibor
ovenunenim

f(Jur years^
eb

!SJTel Av1v District Court Judge
,crarv Steinberg agreed to postpone,

-)t atlon of the sentence for 45 days.
ALX* fi

\|jow Rechtman to appeal against
• verdict.

. -"Uter sentencing, the Likud
- l_j *heral) MK told reporters who.
ISrivU- lWtjet} j-otmd the dock that he was

, . .. .
ocent and would not resign from

. Knesset "I was elected by the
...jple," he declared.

*^lechtman was smiling and self-

••^>r
>

,fident while the cameras were on
• .

!
» i. but When they were not he look-

V Vf^grlm. •

ndge Alfred Witkon said that

t
epting a bribe was. 'the supreme
rce erf evil.” Steinberg added a
tation taken from the sentence
five years imprisonment and a

.*^20,000 fine) given to the former
ftoxna and: excise- department
setor David Feled In December
r- •

.

• •

An official In a poattion like this

it serve as an example to his sub-

ordinates and the general public.

The damage he causes to the moral
foundations on which our society

stands is commensurate with the

severity of his crime. It is true that

his private world collapsed when his

dishonour became known. But that is

no reason for leniency because there

is no comparison between private

soul-searching and public damage."
The judges nevertheless took into

account the fact that Rechtman’s
offence had been committed several

years ago and could not be compared
to the casesof Asher Yadlin, Michael
Tzur and David Peled. It was
therefore decided to give Rechtman
half the maximum punishment of

seven years and to fine him the sum
of thebribe he had taken— 13,70,000.

Rechtman's attorney Moshe
Nahshon asked for the start of the

sentence to be delayed to allow his

client to appeal. Prosecutor Sarah
Sirota said that Rechtman should be
jailed at once because If he remained
free, he might attempt to Influence
witnesses.

It was decided to postpone execu-
tion of the sentence for 45 days. If

Rechtman loses his appeal he will

begin his jail term at 10 a.m. on
February 16.

<MK Rechtman — Page 3)

tinmen slay Madrid military governor
DRID (Reuter). — Guerrilla
men killed the military governor

..tfadrtd outside his home yester-
\

'

in the sharpest provocation of
In's armed forces since the death.

Uctator Francisco Franco three
rs ago.

^aj.-Gen. Constantino Ortin Gil.

'the man in charge of all troops
ioned In the capital, was cut
71 by three bullets fired by two
ng men standing outside his
dence in central Madrid,
e was rushed to a nearby hospital

died before^ surgeons had a
nee to operate. The fatal shot hit

in the forehead, according to a
pital statement.
icurlty forces in the Madrid area
e Immediately placed on general
rt and a special watch was
mted on all road exists from the
ital. The alert also went out to
irid railway stations and the In-

lationai airport.

Ortin G1I, a married man, was the
moat prominent military man to be
killed by guerrillas since the
assassination in 1973 of Franco's
prime minister. Admiral Luis
Carrero Blanco.

The Basque separatist organisa-

tion ETA claimed responsibility for

the killing of Admiral Carrera Blan-

co. whose car was blown up by a
bomb placed under a Madrid street.

Since October l last year ETA has
killed 41 people.

ETA has also said it was responsi-

ble for the killing of five other

military men in the past six months,
including the adjutant of the Guipuz-

coa military governor, who was shot

dead in San Sebastian on Tuesday.
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Haig will leave

NATO on June 30
CASTEAU. Belgium (UPI). —
General Alexander M. Haig an-

nounced yesterday that he will

resign as supreme allied com-
mander in Europe on June 30.

He will retire at the same time as

commander in chief of U.S. forces In

Europe, a command he held along

with his North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO? post.

Haig sold he had no political plana

at present.

The Nixon appointee said he had
submitted his resignation to NATO
Secretary-General Joseph Luns and
to U.S. President Jimmy Carter.

Haig, 54, said he will have held the

command posts for about four and a

half years, and that his predecessors

usually held them for about four

years. He assumed the posts in

December 1974. taking over from
Gen. Andrew J. Goodpaster.

now outlawed, would not be legaliz

ed.

• Iran will no longer be "the gen-
darme of the Persian Gulf." He in

dicated that Iran's huge military es-

tablishment role would be limited
only to protecting Iran's own in-

terests rather than policing the
whole region. The French-based
Ayatollah Khomeini, the shah's chief

religious opponent, la welcome to

come back to Iran "as soon as he
wishes to." (Khomeini, however, has
sworn that he will return only after
the shah has stepped down from
power.)

Parliament yesterday approved
the formation of a civilian govern
ment under Sakhtiar. The premier
designate said: "I hope my mission
will succeed. If I fail, 1 cannot im-
agine what the consequence will be
for my country.”

Bakbtiar, who hopes to present his
list of cabinet ministers within three
days, said that an end to martial law.
In effect since September 7, would
come "region by region." He said
that establishing press freedom
would be one of his first moves.
Bakhtiar refused to elaborate on

the shah's plan, saying only that the
shah “wants to rest and take a vaca-
tion ~ that Is the desire he has ex-
pressed himself."
Meanwhile, the anti-Shah move-

ment took a markedly radical turn
yesterday, with oil workers refusing
to obey Khomeini's order to resume
limited oil production to satisfy
domestic needs.
In renewed vlolenc.e,

demonstrators on Tuesday attacked
the house of a sergeant-major In the
north-east Iranian city of Mashhad,
then set him on fire, the radio
reported. In the southern town of

Behbahan, a 16-year-old youth was
reported killed when trying to set off

an explosive device.
Demonstrators against the Shah

were again out in a few streets of the
capital yesterday, setting bonfires
and laying barricades. But there
were no reports of clashes with
troops or police, and the city
appeared quieter than In recent
days.
Thousands of people thronged

Teheran's Mehrabad airport yester-

day to catch commercial flights. The
air force was running the airport,

after Tuesday's protest strike by
civilian air traffic controllers
produced chaos.
Among the aircraft taking out full

loads of passengers were planes
from Alitalia, Swissair, Lufthansa.
British Airways, Air France and
Pan-American.
An unscheduled flight of the Dutch

airline KLM left Amsterdam yester-
day for Teheran to collect people
wishing to leave. This was in addi-
tion to KLM's regular flight on Its

normal thrice-weekly schedule.
The Portuguese national carrier

TAP has sent one of its Boeing 707s to
evacuate Portuguese citizens work-
ing for Iranian companies, a foreign

ministry spokesman said in Lisbon.
Portugal has informed Spain that the
171-seat plane would be available to
evacuate Spanish citizens working in

Iran.

And In Beverly Hills, Calif., hun-
dreds of angry demonstrators storm-
ed the palatial home of the shah's
sister on Tuesday, overturning a
police car. setting several brush
fires and smashing windows in the
mansion. At least 35 persona were In-

jured during the 35-minute melee
that police finally broke up with tear-

gas and high-pressure fire hoses.
A spokesman for the Iranian con-

sulate In San Francisco said tbe
shah's mother and sister were at
home during the demonstration but
were not injured. (AP, UPI, Reuter)

‘U.S. will help

Israel replace

Iranian oil’

WASHINGTON (AP). — U.S.
Energy Secretary James
Schlesinger said yesterday that the

U.S. would help Israel replace oil

lost by an Iranian cutoff. He also

urged Americans to reduce their oil

consumption while production in

Iran remains shut down, to head off

a threat of shortages.

Schlesinger said the U.S; would
honour its 1975 promise to help Israel

acquire oil on the world market, or,

if necessary, to ship oil directly to

Israel.

He suggested that oil from
Alaska's north slope, now surplus on

the U.S. west coast, could be
diverted to help meet Israel’s needs
in an emergency. Such a move would
.require congressional approval.

Schlesinger said there is no im-

mediate supply problem in the U.S..

but that shortages could develop by
next autumn if Iran's oil production

is not resumed by then.

He said the U.S. can save up to

800,000 barrels of oil a day, compen-
sating for the 500,000 barrels daily

which it otherwise 1 imports from
Iran, by strictly observing the 00-

kiloraetre-an-hour highway speed
limit, lowering thermostats to 18

degrees centigrade, and by avoiding
unnecessary driving.

Rain, wind, and maybe
snow due here today

•Irrusalpm Post Staff

The massive cold wave that has
paralysed much of Europe and that
yesterday dumped a thin blanket of

snow over Athena Is due to collide

with the warm air over the eastern
Mediterranean today, bringing
Israel at least 36 hours of cold and
windy rain.

The meteorological service at

Beit Dagan refused to take the risk

of predicting snow for Jerusalem,
wh.ch last felt the chilly white
blanket of winter In early 1977. But a
spokeswoman said that
temperatures would drop
dramatically over Israel during the

next two days.
Temperatures in the past few days

have been unusually high, she said.

"When the cold front reaches us wc
will feel how warm it has been." she
warned laic last night.

Earlier in the day a weather ser-

vice spokesman told a radio
audience that at least 36 hours of

rain were to be expected, accom-
panied by Increasing winds.

He said that "meanwhile" he was
not ready to predict snow for
Jerusalem because the
meteorological service believed the
coldest air would "escape" Into the
mountainous region at the northern

end of the Mediterranean.
Today's high In Jerusalem Is ex-

pected to be at least eight degrees
lower than yesterday's, and along
the central coast, a seven degree
drop is expected. Sandstorms are
predicted for the Negev and Sinai.
A weather service spokesman said

yesterday during a radio news
programme that the peak of tbe rain
"will apparently hit sometime dur-
ing the night noday i.”
The weathor service spokesman

said last night that If the cold air
does not move north out of the
Mediterranean, temperatures will
dip even farther, increasing the
chances of snow In the capital.
The Athens snowfall, the first

there in recent memory, only dusted
the Greek capital. From the Piraeus
harbour, the Acropolis could be seen
glistening white in the afternoon
sunlight yesterday.
Weather service spokesmen here

emphasized last night that there
could be no comparison between the
severity of the current European
storms and that expected in Israel
today and tomorrow.
But no meteorological service

spokesman was ready to guarantee
that the cold air would not linger, ac-
companled by plunging
temperatures and freezing rain.

A driver digs out his car from a huge snowdrift in northern West
Germany following the worst snowfall in years. iUPl tcicphoioi

Arkia finances deteriorating;

government asked to help
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

The financial position of Arkia is

so bad that the internal airline may
not have enough cash to pay Its 360

employees this month's salary.
Managing Director Yisrael Roth has
told the Ministry of Transport. Com-
pany sources say that Arkia lost

some IL40m. last year.
In a letter sent yesterday to

Transport Ministry Director
General Ehud Shilo, Roth asked that
the government subsidize the com-
pany's fares because raising them,
he says, wlU reduce the number of

passengers using the airline. Roth
noted that the government has com-
pensated other sectors for price rises

and should do the same tor Arkia.
Shilo told The Jerusalem Post

yesterday that Arkia 's owners — El
A1 and Hevrat Haovdim — must
solve Arkia’s cash problems. A short
term solution of the cash flow
problem, he said, will permit Arkia
to plan for the long term and put an
end to its present financial dif-

ficulties. Shilo said that the govern-
ment would not agree to subsidize
the company.
Arkia sources said yesterday that

the company fired 40 employees in

November and that moat of its losses
have been caused by the drastic cut
In the number of flights ordered by
the Ministry of Defence. Several
years ago Arkia bought two BAC-111
short-haul jets, almost exclusively
for flights to Sinai, and today these
are hardly used.
El A1 and Arkia have been discuss-

ing the latter's future for several

months. Arkia wants to be allowed to
fly abroad: to Bucharest, Istanbul,
and in the future to Cairo. In return it

will make its operations more ef-

ficient, sell its Viscount planes, and
fire more workers.
Hevrat Haovdim agrees te this,

but El A1 has told Arkia to forget the
idea of flying abroad, and after the
evacuation from Sinai to restrict its

activities to Inside Israel. El Al, it Is

learned, recently suggested that it

take over the BAC-llls, together
with their crews and the debts they
have accumulated for Arkia. The
smaller company, however, rejects
this and is sticking to its demand to
be allowed to fly abroad.
Arkia is now demanding that the

government pay for the ^Increased
costs of flights to Sinai for the
Defence Ministry, return landing
fees, and increase the subsidy of
tickets for Eilatis flying north. To-
day 80 per cent of the price of Arkia
tickets for Eilatis is subsidized. If

the government agrees to these
demands, the company will get
another IL30m.

Shilo said yesterday that Arkia
now faces two alternatives: either to

expand its activities abroad, which
will require large investments in

equipment, or to reduce the size of

the company to its pre-1967 dimen-
sions. When Arkia's owners decide
whai they want to do. the govern-
ment will fix Its position. Shilo said.

Several months ago the Tolkowsky
committee on civil aviation
recommended that Arkia be allowed
to sever its links with El Al and fly

abroad.

U.S. may label Taiwan ‘special entity’

TAIPEI. Taiwan lUPIj. — The
White House will propose that the
U.S. Congress recognize Taiwan as a
"special entity," the "China News"
reported yesterday.

The Taiwan English-language
paper quoted a written brief by the
American Chamber of Commerce in

Taiwan that "the White House will

propose a legislative package to the
U.S. Congress based upon Taiwan's
status as a ‘special entity.*"
Congress convenes on January is.

In the future, the paper said, the

U.S. government will not refer to the

"Government of the Republic of

China," considering it to be a unique
situation without precedent.
The briefing was based on talks

between members of the chamber
and Herbert Hansell. legal adviser to

the State Department, and Dean
Moran, deputy assistant secretary of

International commerce. Both of-

ficials were members of a delegation

led by Warren Christopher, under
secretary of state, that visited

Taiwan last week for talks with

Taiwanese officials.

WJC closely watching Iranian situation

Jerusalem Post Staff

TEL AVTV. — A delegation from the
World Jewish Congress recently
visited the Iranian Jewish communi-
ty and Is keeping a close watch on
developments there, WJC president
Philip Klutznick said yesterday.
Klutznick said the WJC and the

Joint Distribution Committee were
cooperating In "keeping a close
watch on developments in Iran, and
are alert in case of any change in the
situation."

Klutznick arrived In Israel yester-

day to attend a meeting with the ex-

ecutive board of Beit Hatefutsot and
for meetings with top government

leaders. He said he Is due in

Belgrade next week for talks with

Yugoslav leaders and the local

Jewish community.

Czech dissident

closely watched

VIENNA (UPI). — Czechoslovak

dissident writer Vaclav Havel, one of

the three spokesmen of tbe Charter

77 human rights movement, said

yesterday that he has been held un-

der house arrest since early last

month.

Cambodian rebels nearing Phnom Penh
BANGKOK (AP). - Pro-
Vietnamese Cambodian rebels

yesterday claimed to have seized

two more provincial capitals, at-

tacked a third, and penetrated some
ISO km. Into Cambodian territory.

The rebel news agency, monitored

here, said that its forces have taken

Scung Trcng and Lomphat, capitals

of Cambodia's northeasternmost
provinces,
Earlier, the insurgents claimed

that their forces were attacking
Kompong Cham, a key Mekong
River city and provincial capital

only 60 km. northwest of Phnom
Penh.
Sources in Bangkok said they had

no confirmation of the rebel claims.

But analysts believe that despite the

rebel victory claims, Vietnamese
forces are doing the fighting, with

the Cnmbodtan insurgents mopping
up behind them.

Rctiable analysts said that Viet-

namese forces have opened up a

fourth major front in the escalating

war between the two Indochinese

neighbours. This latest assault is

said to be aimed at cutting Phnom
Penh off from the south.

Cambodia has accused Vietnam of

launching a massive invasion along
a i.206km. front, but has not provid-

ed details Of the fighting.

Resumed peace

talks seen

in two weeks
Jerusalem Post Staff

and Agencies

Government circles last night
said that they expect the peace
negotiations with Egypt to be
resumed within two weeks, most
probably In Washington.
The sources said, however,

that Israel and Egypt are still

far from a breakthrough
towards signing a peace pact,

noting that the two sides still

have to resolve several outstan-

ding Issues. The sources were
not encouraged by the Egyptian
government Insistence yester-

day that the treaty be saddled
Kith a timetable governing the
establishment of West Bank-
Gaza autonomy as well as with

an interpretive letter denying
the precedence of the treaty over
Egypt's military links with other
Arab states.

Officially, Jerusalem last night
declined to comment on the Egyp-
tian position, pending the receipt to-

day of the full text of the statement
which the Egyptian government
issued yesterday. Officials
nevertheless expressed confidence
that reaction here would reaffirm
Israel's desire to renew negotiations
at an early date.
Earlier yesterday a senior Israeli

diplomat in Washington was quoted
as saying that the peace negotiations
wili resume in mid-January.
The diplomat, who spoke to

reporters on condition that he not be
identified, said that details and the
exact date were still being worked
out. He noted that Israel has already
agreed to send its negotiating team
back to Washington at a time to be
set by U.S. Secretary of State Gyrus
Vance in coordination with Egypt.

Washington officials said no deci-

sion had yet been mode on the
resumption of talks in the middle of
the month, Israel Radio reported
last night. A State Department
spokesman was quoted as saying
that there was no truth in the report
attributed to the senior Israeli
diplomat that France was about to

announce the renewal of the talks.

Israel’s team is expected to be
headed by Foreign Minlater Moshe
Dayan, while that of Egypt wili be
led by Prime Minister Mustapha
Khalil.

The Egyptian government said in

a statement yesterday that it was
prepared to resume "efforts"
towards a peace treaty with Israel.

But it reiterated its Insistence on a
timetable linking the establishment
of autonomy in the West Bank and
Gaza to the peace treaty. The Egyp-
tian government, moreover, insisted

that the peace treaty should not
supersede Cairo’s military
obligations to-other Arab states.

Egyptian Premier Khalil said that
his government planned to send
Vance a letter expounding Cairo's

position prior to setting the forum for

resumed negotiations. "I will leave
it up to him to decide the method of

re-establishing contact." Khalil
said.

Asked if the "efforts" mentioned
in the Egyptian cabinet statement
Include face-to-face negotiations,
Khalil said: “Yes, they include
negotiations at a later stage."
But Khalil suggested that before

full-scale negotiations could be
resumed, another visit to the Middle
East by Vance was a possibility.

Another possibility, he said, was a
meeting between him and Vance or
between both of them and Dayan.
The three met in Brussels two weeks
ago.
He said a recent Israeli decision,

declaring readiness to negotiate the

contents of a letter to be attached to

the treaty, had not been discussed at

the cabinet meeting.
"We have not been informed of the

Israeli decision yet by the
Americans." he said.
The proposed letter would spell out

arrangements for the establishment
of autonomy. The Israel decision
was coupled with a rejection of the
Egyptian demand for a timetable.
On the question of precedence the

Egyptian statement said: "The
cabinet believes the peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel should
lead to the establishment of normal
relations between the two states, on
an equal footing, and without either
side gaining privileges as a result of
It.

"It is not acceptable, therefore,
that the treaty should take
precedence over other pacts or
treaties," the cabinet said, alluding
to a 1952 joint Arab defence pact that
obligates Egypt to assist Arab states

that face “military aggression."

Israeli jets reported

over South Lebanon
BEIRUT. — Low-flying waves of

Israeli warplanes swooped over
Arab refugee camps throughout
South Lebanon yesterday, witnesses
reported, shattering windows in

Sldon, Tyre and Nabatlya. PLO anti-

aircraft guns opened fire, but no hits

were claimed.
In Tel Avdv, the Israeli army

spokesman refused to confirm or

deny the reports.

Residents of Nabatlya were
reported emigrating north, and all

UN-run schools In refugee camps
were closed as a precaution aa
Israeli gunboats were sighted off the

South Lebanese coast. (AP, UPI)
In Tel Aviv, authoritative sources

yesterday confirmed Israeli gun-
boats shelled Arab terrorist targets
along the Lebanese port of Tyre on
Sunday. (The sources said the shell-

ing was part of the current Israeli
policy "to hit at terrorists In order to
thwart planned strikes inside
Israeli."

Cabinet decision Sunday on Viets
Jerusalem Post Staff

Israel may agree to take In a few
score Vietnam refugees from the
ship Huey Phong, now anchored off

the shore of Malaysia, a straw poll of

the cabinet showed yesterday.
The cabinet secretariat yesterday

conducted the straw poll by
telephone among ministers, to ask
them their views preparatory to a
full discussion of the issue at next
Sunday's regular session.

At least two Likud ministers have
already Indicated their assent to the

idea and the three Democratic
Movement ministers are strongly in

favour.
Social Affairs Minister Israel Katz

yesterday telephoned Premier
Menahem Begin and said that even
though Israel was powerless to solve
the problem of the Huey Phong
refugees, it should play a symbolic
role. Katz said Israel should keep In

view the tragic experiences of
Jewish refugees fleeing Nazi

Europe, who were denied entry
worldwide 40 years ago.

Meanwhile, hundreds of Israelis
have volunteered to adopt the
children on board tbe refugee ship
Tung An docked In Manila harbour.

Abie Nathan told The Jerusalem
Post last night that he has been
flooded by requests to help the
refugee children. The 2,500 homeless
former Vietnam residents on board
the Tung An will be saved If the
Israeli government agrees to adopt
them. Nathan said.

The Manila government had in-

tended to send the Tung An out to sea
by the end of the week, but Nathan
said Manila has agreed to await the
decision of the Israel government on
Sunday.

Nathan also said that the Terres
des Hornmen society In Europe has
agreed to finance a jumbo jet which
will pick up the refugees in Manila
and fly them to Israel.
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The agreement we must sign today: Yosef Goel! listens to the views of

some visiting American professors on the peace treaty with Egypt.

The Steve Itlko story; Naoinl Shalcv previews the new production a;

the Khan Theatre.

Di.vsreting the funnybone: Ephraim KJshoii on Ephraim KJshon.

And the Weekend Dry Hones.

This and more In the weekend edition of

THE JERUSALEM

Order your copy today
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MKs to be assured an audience

The Weather
at Main

Destinations

Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben YehudJSt.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228868/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road, (04)84655

Forecast: Cloudy with rain In centre and
north. In the south and over Slnal local
sandstorms are expected.

Yesterday's Yesterday’s Today'

Humidity Min-Max Max

Jerusalem 34 6—19 11

Golan 82 S—17 12

Nahariya 39 12—23 17

Safad 48 9—14 10

Haifa Port 49 16—22 16

Tiberias M 8—IS 18

Nazareth 49 10—18 11

Afula 44 8—24 17

Shomron — 12—

—

12

Tel Aviv 30 10—24 17

B-G Airport 24 10—24 17

Jericho 38 7—22 16

Gaza 34 13—28 18

Beersheba 13 7—24 17

Eilat 38 10—28 zz

Tirnn Straits 54 14—24 2i

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Danish Ambassador Ole Koch
yesterday called on Jerusalem
Mayor Teddy Kollek.

British Ambassador John Mason
presented an electro-cardiogr&phic
recorder to the Assaf Harofe
Hospital yesterday, as a gift from
the British government.

Tiberias Mayor Ylgal Bibi yesterday
hosted UN residents of his town as
part of theirNew Tear celebrations.

ARRIVALS

Burton Joseph, U.8. national bon. chair-

man of the Anti-Defamation League, to

bead the Hubert Humphrey dedicatory
delegation sponsored by JNF, and Samuel
Cohen, national executive vice president

of the JNF of America.

Births

Son Marc to Ariella and Stephen
Placks of London, grandson to

Felicia and Henry Kasflner.

Vehicle safety checks
may be stepped up

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Transport Ministry is

weighing the idea of semi-annual in-

stead of annual testing of older cars,

as well as all motor vehicles used for

public transport.

Meeting with his senior aides,
ministry director-general £hud
iShllo said investigations by the

ministry and police showed a low
state of maintenance among motor
vehicles on Israel's roads. This pos-

ed a serious public safety problem,
and more frequent testing might he
the answer.

A decision on semi-annual tests is

due by March, he said.

Shilo also promised that the
ministry's roving fleet of safety spot

check Inspection vans would be in-

creased, to test cars' operating ef-

ficiency at random on-road inspec-

tions.

Post Knesset Reporter

What does Israel now have In com-
mon with Sweden and Finland but
which may not be true much longer?
The answer: a parliament without

a quorum. Debates in the
parliaments of those three countries
(and only those) may proceed and
voting take place regardless of the
number of deputies present
But Justice ' Minister Shmuel

T&mir said yesterday that his
ministry, after consulting with MKs
interested in the subject, would table
a bill requiring that a fixed number
of deputies be present whenever a
vote is taken.
Tamir was stating the

government's position on a private
member's bill presented by Annum
Rubinstein (Shal), on behalf of

himself and Ronnie Milo (Likud).

Their bill would fix a quorum of SO

when a bill is voted on, whether on
the first, second, or third reading
and a quorum of 20 for other votes
(motions for the agenda). There are
120 members in the Knesset.

Practically all parliaments in the
world require a quorum, Tamirsaid.
He conceded that there were some
good reasons for not instituting a
quorum: it could slow down the tem-
po of the Knesset’s activity, and it

could enable a small group to pre-
vent a vote by staying out of the
chamber.
But the dignity of the House, and

the gravity of the subjects discussed
dictated the fixing of a quorum, he
thought.

Insurance premiums
Deputy Finance Minister Yehezkel

Flomin announced that the in-

surance companies have agreed not
to increase their premiums without
the approval of the Treasury.
The companies have said that if

court judgments are to be linked to

the cost-of-living index, as provided

in a bill passed by the Knesset last

month, they would have to raise
premiums by 10 per cent
Flomin was replying to motions

for the agenda presented by Moshe
Amar (Alignment-Mapam), and
four other deputies.

Amar said that the insurance
business was one of the most
profitable in the country. The com-
panies, in their hasty reaction to the
passage of the bill, were saying in
effect: The Knesset Law Committee
and the Knesset plenum rejected our
opinion; now we will act in our own
way to ensure that our profits are not
affected.

Flomin said that so far the com-
panies have not requested approval
for an increase in premiums. When
they do, a thorough examination of
their calculations will be made to
determine whether the increase is

justified.

With Flomln's consent. It was
decided to debate the subject in the
plenum.

Probation officers
Labour and Social Affairs Minister

Israel Katz said that the youth
probation service could not do its job
properly unless additional probation
officers were appointed.
Replying to a motion for the agen-

da by Meir Cohen (Likud), on the
shortage of youth probation officers

in the Haifa area, Katz said there
was & 14 per cent increase in juvenile
delinquency in the first eight months
of 1978, as compared with the same
period in 1977.

Another reason for the shortage of

probation officers was that the
crimes committed by juveniles were
becoming more severe, and that the

youth probation service now was
required to deal also with the 16-18

age group. In Haifa, there was the
additional circumstance that nine of

the 22 probation officers are on

Kupat Holim starts cutback

by freezing 7 new facilities
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Health Ministry's
failure to honour its financial com-
mitments is forcing Kupat Holim to

drastically slash its services, stated
Professor Haim Doron, Director-

General of the Sick Fund, yesterday.
In revealing the moves the
organization's central committee
has already approved, he admitted
that "they will undoubtedly cauae
considerable hardship to members
despite our efforts to reduce such
sufferings to the absolute
minimum."

Kupat Holim will not open the
following seven completed struc-
tures: Clinics in the Daled quarter of
Aahdod, Petah Tlkva, Kfar Sava,
Neve Monosson and Shfaram; the
nursing school at Kaplan Hospital in
Rehovot and a day club for the elder-

ly in Holon. Another seven projected
clinics will not be built, he said.

"In addition, if by February 1 the
government does not come through
with financial aid, we shall be forced
to, close 40 laboratories and 20
clinics, Doron wamed. He refused to
name them, saying that the hat was
only now being drawn up.

Other economy moves announced
included: Doing everything possible
not to send Kupat Holim patients to

government hospitals or other In-

stitutions, thus crowding the sick
fund's own facilities; employing no
new staff unless absolutely crucial;
Stopping the improvements and ex-
pansion of hospitals — Including the
140-bed annex to Saroka Hospital in

Beersheba: and setting up a "speda!
economy committee" which would
constantly look for ways and means
to save money and manpower.
The brunt of Prof. Doron’s anger

was directed at the Health Ministry,

“for dragging ita feet until
December 12. when It informed
Kupat Holim that it would not
receive any more money for ita

3978/79 budget which had been ap-
proved nine months earlier."

The original budget was for 2L6.9b.

Due to rising costs and inflation, it

had grown to !L7.8b. In hddition,

Kupat Holim had earmarked
another ILSOQm. for development
projects.

"We fully expected the govern-
ment to allocate us 30.8 per cent of

this budget, as it did in 1977/78," he
said, "but it only gave 20.8 per cent."
The government provided 83.5 per

cent of Kupat Holim 's 2975/76 budget
and 29.2 per cent in 1978/77. Thus
Kupat Holim had to find the
difference—IL839m.—by itself.

'
‘at

this very late date."- . - •

Commenting on his attack, the
Health Ministry’s spokeswoman,
Dvora Ganani-Elad told The
Jerusalem Post: “The ministry
never promised to pay Kupat Holim
a fixed percentage of its budget. We
did say that It would get less this

year than last. Moreover, the
allocations were made by a com-
mittee representing the Finance
Ministry, the Health Ministry and
Kupat Holim. Thus, Kupat Holim
cannot claim it did not see the
handwriting on the wall.”

Final shot gives Israel XI
1-1 draw against Germans

By PAUL KOHN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — With the last shot of

the game, Tosef Avrabami, a
reserve brought in only minutes
earlier, scored Israel's equalizing
goal in the l-l draw against Borussia
Moenchen-Gladbach at Bloomfield
Stadium last night.

The Jerusalem Betar left-winger

received a perfect through pass from
Betar teammate Danny Neuman
and hit a hard left-footed shot, which
appeared well covered by
goalkeeper Keniev. But the goalie
failed to hold the ball and instead
diverted it into his own net.

It was only 10 minutes earlier that
the German first-division team had
taken the lead through Klrchosen,
also a reserve player brought on only
in the second half.

About 10.000 saw a game that
swung speedily from end to end.
Israel missed the touch of class

Beersheba gets new
municipal coalition
BEERSHEBA (Itim). — A broad-
based municipal coalition conposed
of representatives of a local list, the
religious front and Likud represen-
tatives has been created here.
Mayor Eliahu Nawi, who heads his

own "Eshel Let'mura" list, an-
nounced yesterday that the new
coalition compromises 15 out of the
21 seats on the municipal council.

which Uii Malmill!an adds to the
national team, hut Avl Cohen. Danny
Neuman and Yitzhak Shum played a
fine game.
Cohen, Israel's pivot in defence,

moved upfleld frequently and in fact
proved to he the most dangerous
striker of the home team. Several
times he went close to scoring.
Neuman also should have found the
net in the second half, but he wasted
his chance by switching the ball to

his left foot before trying a shot. A
Haim Bar headerwas cleared off the
goal line in the 63rd minute.

Moenchen-Gladbach showed why
they've won the German cham-
pionship five times in the past eight

years. The German team moves at
great speed out of defence and into

attack. Several times Simonson,
Linen and Delhaler spread-eagled
the Israel defence, in which Arye
Haviv was alert in goal and Cohen
and Noah Einstein were outstanding.

Hitchhiker robs driver
TEL AVIV (Itim). — Hanna
Berkowitz of Tel Aviv’s suburban
Neve Monosson area was robbed
yesterday by a man who accepted a
lift from .her on the Jeruaalem-Tel
Aviv highway, police said. As he left

the car. after asking her to stop, he
grabbed her bag. which held
documents, cheques and a pocket
calculator, she told police. She
shouted, but the thief escaped.

lBeit Tina should have been closed in 1973’
TEL AVIV (Itim). — A Social Af-

fairs ministry inspector yesterday
testified In District Court here that
he thought the Beit Tina home for the
retarded in Netanya should have
been closed ever since the first time
he visited It in October 1978,

The owners of the home, Shimon
and Tina Peled. are facing charges
of manslaughter and criminal
negligence In running the home,
where 45 children are alleged to have
died in the 10 years preceding the
home’s closing in 1977.

David Rokach, a ministry inspec-

tor of homes for the ret&nled who
had Beit Tina under his jurisdiction,

told the court that for the past few
years the home had been run without
a licence. But despite this, he said,

the ministry continued to send it

patients "because there is no coor-

dination between the ministry’s in-

spection of homes and the depart-
ment that sends patients to them."
After hearing Rokach’ a testimony.

Court President Dov Levin advised
the ministry to be represented itself

by a lawyer in the case, because

"the court will certainly have to ex-
press an opinion about ministry ser-
vices to the retarded.”
During his testimony Rokach

described untreated and naked
children, "so deeply retarded that
they could not learn, could not talk,
could not express themselves or
maintain the slightest personal
hygiene."
He said that during an October

1973 visit he found the home's
physical plant to he deteriorating.
"The windows were closed and the
stench was awful," he sold.
“In the kitchen there was nothing

except bread and cereal," Rokach
added.
The Inspector testified that during

this 1973 visit, which took place at
the height of the Yom Kippur War.
Shimon Peled had claimed that the
problems the home faced were a
result of the war.
"He said that the war had taken

away all his personnel." Rokach told
the court.

In June of 1978 Rokach visited the
home again, and after the visit wrote

a memo to the national supervisor of
homes for the retarded, asking about
Belt Tina, But. Rokach said, he
never got an answer.
Later that summer Rokach visited

the home with a ministry psy-
chologist. "Because the visit was
prearranged." he said, “we found
the home clean and neat."

But Rokach said In a memo
written after that visit that the
home's owners and staff “did
nothing for the sake of the children,"
and that the children were
degenerating in their functional and
physical abilities.

Rokach wrote In his 2976 memo
that the "external appearance of the
children shows that they are suffer-
ing from malnutrition,” and he
suggested an expert investigation.

He said that during the last month
the institute was open in 1977, after
the owners had already been jailed,
the condition of the children rapidly
declined.

"The children were little, short
and dirty." the Inspector said.

t maternity leave.
. Haim Corfu (Likud) : "All the rest

are presumably men?"
Katz: "That’s right."

. Katz said that people (and the

I Treasury too, he implied) fail to dis-

tinguish between a shortage of man-
. power for professional tasks, where

the human element is cardinal, and
for administrative and clerical func-

tions. The latter could often be ab-

sorbed by existing staff, but a doc-

tor, a teacher, a social worker, could
handle only a given work load, he
said.
The motion was referred to the

Labour and Social Affairs

Committee.

Cave of Machpela
Last Saturday's incident at the

Cave of Machpela, in Hebron, was
' raised In motions for the agenda by

Tewfik Toubi. of the (Communist)
Democratic Front, Yosef Sarid
(Alignment), and Pa’il.

! As reported by the Itim news agen-
cy, some 300 Jews who wished to

pray at Isaac’s Tomb in the cave
were evacuated by troops after com-
plaints by Arabs that the Jews were
in the Moslem part of the cave.
Sarid said that two military ad-

ministration officers told him that
the Klryat Arba residents had push-
ed. struck, and kicked soldiers, spat
on them, and cursed them.
Arab inciters are banished or are

held under administrative arrest,

Sarid said. The same should be done
with Jewish trouble-makers.
Otherwise, more serious trouble
could be expected.
Deputy Defence Minister

Mordechal Zlpori replied that the ar-

my, which is charged with preser-
ving order at the cave, would con-
tinue to do so, without dis-
criminating against Jew or Moslem.
He moved that the motions he

struck from the agenda, and that
was done by a majority vote.

Over one million

tourists in 1978
TEL AVIV (Itim) .—A total of 1,071,-

000 tourists spent 23 million nights,
and $610m. in Israel In 1978, Deputy
Minister Yoram Aridor announced
yesterday.
The number of entries increased 9

j

per cent from 1977’s 987,000, and In- i

come was up 30 per cent (from
|

8480m.). The 22 nights per person
,

average is among the highest in the
world.
Aridor admitted that expectations

had been even higher. He blamed the
shortfall on delays in instituting
charter flights, late publication of
their fares, and high prices of tourist
services. If these problems are solv-
ed, he said, tourism for 1979 could
soar by 20 per cent. Peace with
Egypt and an Increase in volume of
charters are factors too, Aridor com-
mented.
Other figures released included

the number of Israelis travelling
abroad — 320,000, compared to 240,-

000 in 1977; visits by civilians and UN
soldiers from Lebanon — 105,000, up
from 20,000; and 140,000 summer

1visitors across the Alleriby Bridge,
:an increase'of 7 per cent.'

'

1 'Nevertheless, accordingto Aridor,
the tourism Industry's profitability

fell in 1978, due to rising costa and
the falling dollar.

Blast-widow arrested
Fatima Musa Abed ZCashur, whose

husband of one week was killed in
Monday night's explosion in the

village of Isawiya near Jerusalem,
was arrested yesterday upon her
release from hospital, where she was
being treated for injuries from the
blast.

Kashur is suspected of belonging
to a terrorist organization. Security
forces believe that she and the two
men killed were preparing the bomb
for use when it went oft. A number of
other suspects from the village were
arrested, many of whom have since
been released.

Histadrut hits ‘stab’

on C-o-L cash advance
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — "A stab In the back" is
the way the Histadrut spokesman
yesterday characterized public
statements by Ephraim Reiner,
director of the Histadrut-owned
Bank Hapoalim, that the January
advance on the cost of living incre-
ment is unnecessary and does not
make economic sense.

Spokesman Shmuel Soler said that
Reiner had spoken in favour of the
cost of living increment at a Joint
meeting of the Histadrut Central
Committee and the Hlstadrut'B
Hevrat Haovdim holding company
on Monday. He added that he’had the
recorded minutes to prove It.

The Histadrut Is fighting hard to
get the government and private
employers to agree to pay an ad-
vance In January against the April
cost of living Increment. Top
Histadrut officials are angry at
Reiner (who. as they hasten to men-
tion. owes his job to the Histadrut)
for hurting the labour federation’s
position at this time.

UFOs sighted by

J’lem early risers

By DAVID RICHARDSON
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Not to be outdone from “down un-

der,” Jerusalemites yesterday join-

ed the scores of those who reported
sightings of Unidentified Flying Ob-
jects following the publication of a
picture of UFOs taken in New
Zealand over the weekend.
Early risers began calling

Jerusalem police early yesterday
morning. At first the duty officers

were sceptical: but after patrolmen
and officers also saw the "strange
saucer shapes" and "blue lights"

floating aboye the Intercontinental
Hotel on Mount Scopus, police
alerted the Air Force and the
Meteorological Service. The
response, apparently somewhat
laconic, was that they would "check
it out." I

Jerusalem police commander Nlt-

zav Zvi Ben Eliyahu was informed
and was about to see for himself —
but the sun rose and the apparitions
disappeared.
On Saturday an Australian televi-

sion crew photographed what they
said were several UFO's over the
Cook Strait in New Zealand. The
Australian reports followed similar,
stories from the Persian Gulf of
sightings last month which resulted
in several sheikhdoms' air forces be-
ing put on alert.

(See alory — Paige 4)

Country’s Jews

reach 3,135,000
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The total population of Israel stood

at 3,730,000 as 1978 bowed out, accor-

ding to the Central Bureau of

Statistics. Of these, 3,135,000 were
Jews and 595,000 Arabs (excluding
the administered areas).
The Arab population Increased by

3.3 per cent of over the past year,
and the Jewish population by 1.9 per
cent.

About 26,000 olim arrived In Israel

during 1978. compared to Z1,300 in

1977, Jewish Agency aliya depart-
ment director Yehuda Dominltz said
on Sunday.
Addressing a meeting of

emissaries who returned from
abroad In the post two years,
Dominltz noted that 12.000 Jews im-
migrated from the Soviet Union last

year— nearly double 1977's figure of
8,300. He expects this trend to con-
tinue in 1979, he said, with total aliya
coming to 35,000.

Dominitz's prediction takes Into

account a possible increase in aliya
from the West following conclusion
of a peace treaty with Egypt.

Benvenisti: Can’t split

West Bank, E. J’lem
Any autonomy plan which would

seek a different status for West Bank
inhabitants than for the Arabs of
East Jerusalem is simply not
realistic, former Jerusalem deputy
mayor Meron Benvenisti told a
Jerusalem Rotary Club meeting
yesterday.
The Arabs of these areas form one

closely bound cultural, religious and
economic entity and no different
status is possible, Benvenisti said.
Nevertheless, he felt that the fact
that both Jews and Arabs are almost
unan imous in not wanting Jerusalem
to be divided again lent hope that a
solution agreeable to both sides may
still be found.
Benvenisti, who is no longer

associated with the Jerusalem
municipality, Is to leave Israel soon
for a year.

Cameri performance still 011J

as Lahat holds talks
By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Mayor Shlomo Lahat
has still not cancelled tomorrow
night’s Cameri Theatre show,
despite the controversy this has rais-

ed in the national and municipal
coalitions, Cameri manager Url Ofer

said yesterday.
"I spoke to Mayor Lahat this mor-

ning he told me to go on with the
show for the time being," Ofer said.

Lahat, who is still discussing the

issue with representatives of the

religious parties, told The Jerusalem
Post that he will announce his final

decision today. The religious parties

are objecting to Friday night theatre

performances as a desecration of the
Sabbath, and have threatened to

withdraw from the national and Tel
Aviv coalitions if the Cameri show
goes on.

The issue came up in the Knesset
yesterday, with four motions for the
agenda being presented in the
plenum.
Ofer claimed last night that the

Cameri was continuing its prepara-
tion for tomorrow night's perfor-
mance. He said tickets were still be-
ing sold, even though he assessed the
chances of the show being held as
"increasingly slim."
Meanwhile, a group of actors are

planning a performance outside the
Cameri tomorrow night to protest
against what they call "certain
people’s desire to impose their will

on the public."

.

“This Is supposed to be. a
democracy, said actress Hanna
Marron, adding that the Cameri has
often held performances, termed
"reading evenings," during the Sab-
bath.
“This business of cancelling per-

formances now is nothing but
hypocrisy, it's illogical and absurd.

How many performers make a gp.
formance holy or profane
said. She said she will probably tab!

part in tomorrow's protest- perfi*

mance. .

The Post Knesset reporter addi
In the Knesset yesterday the

tlon majority referred to the.

Committee three motions
agenda opposing the
theatre performances In Tel'Ai

Friday night. A fourth motion
subject, advocating such, pf-“-
mances, was defeated. .

The first three motions.'
presented by Rabbi Yehuda Mgr
Abramowitz (Agudat . Ylarai

Plnhas Schelnman. (Natioi

Religious Party) , and Rabbi Kale
Kahana (Poalei Agudat Ylsrael)£
Kahana asserted that

Lahat was systematically tr

abolish the Sabbath in Tel -At

First he had initiated the o
cinemas on Friday nights, and
was theatre performances.
The fourth motion was j

by Mordechal Wirshubaki (Shal).

accused the religious partii

hypocrisy: cinemas and night
are open in many cities and i_

events take place, he said,'but
certs and plays are forbidden.
Interior Minister. Yosef

(NRP) moved that the first

motions go to committee and
fourth be struck from the
Theatre performances would
stitute a further breach inthe a _____
ty of the Sabbath, Burg-said. Ai
Cameri -was hot a private' th
but a tiuifilcipal theatre sup
by public funds. That was the-

the matter.
The status quo should be p

ed. Burg said, praising Ben-
tor having understood thi

Kulturkampf must be avoided i

costs in the present generation..

Argentina afraid Jewish journalist :

would tell of torture, "NY Times5

says
NEW YORK (JTA). — Influential
members of the Argentinian army
oppose releasing Jacobo Timerman,
the Jewish publisher held for the last
20 months without formal charges,
because they fear he will reveal how
he was tortured by army and police
interrogators. This was reported
from Buenos Aires yesterday by
"The New York Times."
The Argent!an Supreme Court rul-

ed last July that there were no
judicial grounds for keeping Timer-
man under arrest.

Others In Argentina believe
his release would be an «dwiii

that the junta has failed to prove
Timerman committed a ci
justifying confiscation of
newspaper, "The Times" wrote.

!

55-year-old Argentinian pablii
the widely respected "La Oplni
which he founded in 1969.
Timerman had hoped to attend

son Daniel’s wedding this week oft

kibbutz. The Journalist's wlfe.jn
two other sons now live in Israel)
well. - |

NRP stays away from Gush solidarity meet
Jerusalem Post Reporter tativea of (Orthodox) settlemefl

TEL AVIV. — Leaders of National was held at Belt Sokolow.
Religious Party kibbutz and moshav The group issued a statement-

'

movements were conspicuously ah- pressing solidarity for the Gti
sent from a meeting held here militants stranded for the fourth d
yesterday in solidarity with Gush at a roadblock near Kfar Kadchun
Emunim. The meeting of repreaen- their way to settle near. Nablus, v

To Mr. Yehuda Gelber
Our deepest condolences
on the death of your

FATHER

In deep sorrow, we announce the death
of our dear mother, grandmother,

sister-in-law and aunt

SOPHIE RABAU
Widow of Dr. Alfred Rabau 5’t

The funeral will be held today, Thursday, January 4, 1979, leaving at 2.80
p.m. from the Municipal Funeral Parlour, 5 Rehov Dafna, Tel Aviv, for
the Klryat Shaul cemetery.
Transport will be available for those attending.

The Mourners:
Jacob Rabau
and the family in Israel and abroad

We deeply mourn the passing of our colleague and friend
for many long years

SOPHIE RABAU
and extend our sincere condolences to the family.

Dr. 8- Wassermann and Wife
and their staff

Peltours Ltd.
Travel anti Tours DivW?*
Management and Staff

With deep sorrow we announce the passing of our close fri

Engineer PAUL BLANC
The funeral will leave today, Thursday. January 4 , 1979 , 5 Tevet 6739. at
p.m.. from the municipal funeral parlour. 5 Rehov Dafna. Tel Aviv;.'
the Holon cemetery. A bus will he available for mourners. :

His friend, KX-^

With deep sorrow, we announce the death of our beloved mother .

and grandmother.

FANNY LEE
The funeral will leave for the Tivon cemetery at 3 p.m. today, Thursdays
January 4. 1979, from the home of the deceased, 29 Harakafot StreC
Tivon. . .

:

i

:

Yarl and Michael Blrler, Tivon 1 V

4

if
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Rechtman case leaves MKs
split over barring felons

By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Knesset members were busy
yesterday discussing the im-
plication* of the three-and-a-half-

year prison sentence given to one of
their colleagues, Shxnuel Rechtman
(Likud-Liberal) who was found guil-

ty on Tuesday of accepting a IL70.0QQ
bribe while serving as mayor of
Rehovot. (Rechtman has 40 days in
which to appeal the sentence.)
A wide range of opinions was aired

in the House about the advisability of
altering the law so that a HE con-
victed of a crime involving op-
probrium would be stripped of hi*

seat.
Chief coalition whip Halm Corfu

told The Jerusalem Poet: “If Recht-
man agrees to resign Us seat after

the appeal has been held. I would not
favour amending the Basic Law:
Knesset, to make it obligatory for an
MK to give up his seat once con-
victed. I think we have to assume
that such cases will be so rare as to

enable us to rely on an MU'S com-
mon sense.”
Likud whip Pess&h Grupper said:

“I have reason to believe that Recht-
man would resign if his appeal were
denied. I oppose any consideration of
a possible change in the law until

that appeal la over. Afterwards,
whatever Rechtman decides, I

would favour amending the law.”
Aznnon Rubinstein (Shal) yester-

day tabled a private member's bill

under which a convicted MK could
be stripped of his seat.
Yitzhak Berman (Libud-Liberals)

said it was high time the leaders of
the Liberal Party took a stand on
Rechtman’s actions.

Chief Alignment whip Moahe
Shahal said be was consulting with
colleagues about an amendment to

the law to expel convicted MKs from
the House. "The House rules, which
make no mention at present of this

problem, simply did not envisage the
possibility of an MK going to

prison," Shahal said.

"Apart from crimes involving op-
probrium, persons convicted of
security offences should also lose
their seats. Both categories of
crimes should bar a candidate from
standing for election." Shahal said.

Dov Shllansky (Likud-Herut)
agreed that MK7a who are convicted
while serving should be expelled.

But candidates should not be barred
from standing for the Knesset
because they had prison records,
Shllansky said. "If the public, know-
ing their records, wants to put them
in. that’s the public’s business." he
commented.

(Shllansky was in prison 26 years
ago for planning to put a bomb in the
Hakirya government quarter in

protest against the German
reparations scheme.)

The DFPE'a Charlie Biton, who
has also been in prison, said the law
should not be changed. Instead the
house committee should keep Recht-
man permanently expelled from
plenum sessions. Biton said, without
making it clear whether he was
serious or not.
Biton yesterday collected the

statutory 20 signatures to enable a
roll-call vote next week on the deci-

sion to bar him from five successive
plenum sessions because of his hand-
cuffing antics last week.

Clothing, footwear next strike target
By YITZHAK OKED.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV, — The Hlstadrut's Cen-
tral Consumers Authority said
yesterday that its next consumers'
strike will be in clothing and
footwear.

The CCA has asked merchants'
associations to start their end-of-

. season sales at an earlier date, war-

ning that otherwise it will sponsor a
consumer strike In these fields.

Meanwhile, the CCA was criticized

by the Israel Consumers Council —
the umbrella organization for all

consumer groups in the country —

for its "surprise" resignation lost

week from the council.
Maya Tavori, managing director

of the ICC, said she first learned
about the walkout through the news
media, and on the following day she
received the CCA’a letter of resigna-
tion.

-

In a letter to Nuzhat Katzav, chair-
man of the CCA, Tavori dismissed as
baseless the OCA’s claim that there
was no cooperation between the two
bodies.
Tavori expressed regret that there

is conflict In the area of consumers'
protection, where there Is need for
cooperation.

Not one civil servant moved to J’lem

since gov’t decision of 14 months ago
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Fourteen months after the govern-
ment decided to shift 8,000 civil ser-

vants to Jerusalem from other parts
of the country, virtually no one has
been shifted.

The Ministerial Committee on
Jerusalem reported this to Mayor
Teddy Kollek yesterday during a
meeting of the committee in the
capital. Kollek said he was ac-
customed to hearing the same
promises repeated at committee
meetings. Agriculture Minister Ariel
Sharon, who had pledged to shift all

bis ministry posts from Tel Aviv to

Jerusalem within a year, conceded
that no one had yet been moved. The
committee decided to set up a
special unit within the Finance
Ministry to coordinate personnel
transfers to Jerusalem.
Kollek submitted to the committee

a detailed recommendation for the
physical and demographic
strengthening of Jerusalem, drawn
up by the municipality. The Kollek
plan calls for a IL2b. expenditure to
Increase Jerusalem's Jewish popula-
tion, strengthen the city’s infrastruc-
ture and improve its status as a
national, cultural and.tourist centre.

Tourist in coma after

jumping from truck

AFULA. — A 2(J-year-o2d German
girl was still In a coma, last night at
Afula hospital after having jumped
from a truck travelling on the Afula-

Beit She'an road late Tuesday night.

The police have arrested the truck
driver— from Kafr Kara' village In

the Little Triangle — who allegedly

picked her up while she was
hitchiklmg.
Drora Spits had been travelling by

truck along the main road when,
near the Kibbutz Bet Alfa junction,

she suddenly jumped out and was
seriously injured. Investigators ore
checking the possibility that the
driver had attempted to attack the

girl, forcing her to jump while the
vehicle was still moving.
The police have not yet been able

to question her because of her condi-

tion.
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Emergency
First Aid Services

are available round-
the-clock at all Magen
David Adorn stations in

Israel. Direction signs

show the red Star of

David on a white
background.

To Tour
the Central Blood Bank

in Jaffa or visit Magen
David Adorn stations,

phone MD A Head-
quarters, Tel Aviv at
(03)36222 between 8.30

a.m. and 1.00 p.m.

Visitors are welcome'

No VAT cash for

local authorities
Post Economic Reporter

The Finance Ministry has rejected
a demand by local authorities to allot

them a certain percentage of Value
Added Tax revenue to finance their

operations and cover their deficits.

Finance Minister Slmha Ehrlich
told Interior Minister Yosef Burg,
Ministry Director-General Haim
Kubersky, Union of Local
Authorities Chairman Pinhss Eylon
and the mayors of Raxnat-Gan and
Rishon Lezion yesterday that there
was no chance this system would be
adopted in the next fiscal year. The
reason, he said, was that the govern-
ment did not have enough money.

It was decided to create two com-
mittees — one to examine the
possibility of transferring health,
welfare and education payments to

the local authorities via the Interior
Ministry, and another to look at the
problems faced by the authorities.

Haifa Maccabi heats
swimming pool
HAIFA. — The city's first heated
swimming pool has been opened by
the Maccabi club on Its sports
grounds In Rehov Hablkurlm, just

below the Central Carmel square.
A plastic cover has been put over

the existing pool, and a furnace was
installed, at a cost of about IL700.000.

The water Is warmed up to 26-30

degrees, depending on the
temperature outside: in the spring,
when the weather turns warm, the
cover will come off.

During the winter, a ticket will

cost IL35 for an adult, and an all-

year subscription costs 1L800.
Soldiers and pupils will get dis-
counted rates.
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Europe's harsh winter is still far away as this family sits Id the sun and watches the
water sport at the Tel Aviv Marina yesterday. (XPPA>

Wanted—Hebrew-speaking sex expert
By HAIM SHAPIRO

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Wanted — one sex expert with a

good knowledge of Hebrew, so that
Jerusalem's Mlsgav Ladach
Hospital can open a much-needed
sex clinic.

The need for a sex clinic became
apparent, hospital director Maccabi
Salzberger told The Jerusalem Poet
In an interview yesterday, from the
inquiries addressed to the in-
stitution's "open telephone" line.
The telephone service operated
every Monday from 4 to 6 p.m., was
instituted to give advice on
"women's problems" to those who
might be embarrassed to come In
person to a clinic.

But, Dr. Salzberger said, many of
the callers are men, and men and
women are often confronted with
problems in their sex life. With no

sex clinic in the Capital, doctors
have nowhere to send such people.
At best, he said, they can recom-

mend a gynaecologist, psychologist
or psychiatrist who has had some
sex-education training. Especially
unfortunate, be said, Is the man who
suffers from sterility. He Is bounced
back and forth from urologist to his

wife's gynaecologist, with a visit or
two to a psychiatrist in between.
Mlsgav Ladach, he said, is willing

to open a sex clinic as soon as
possible; but so far It has yet to find

a Hebrew-speaking sexologist who
can head it. Salzberger said be did
talk to one excellent doctor from the

U.S., who unfortunately knew no
Hebrew.

If the hospital cannot find a
'suitable candidate, he said, It will try

to convince one of the present staff

members to undergo further train-

ing In sexology. Once the clinic Is

opened, Salzberger is convinced that

those with problems will be willing to

come — even if they are a little em-
barrassed at first, just as women
now crowd Into the family planning
clinic.

He said his hospital’s family-
planning clinic had been the first to

be called by its right name. Over a
period of time. It has proven that

family planning does not mean op-
position to babies. On the contrary,

he said, studies have shown that
since the clinic has been in operation
not only has the number of deliveries

not gone down, but the number of

abortions has decreased.
The hospital Is also proud of its

weekly Friday clinic for Arab
women from all over the Middle
Blast. Women contact the clinic

through Israel Radio's Arabic ser-

vice. forward their medical records
and then come In person.

Police defy suicide threat

in evicting J’lem squatter
By HAIM SHAPIRO

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Defying suicide threats,
Jerusalem police yesterday evicted
the second of two families of
squatters who had entrenched
themselves In a former absorption
centre In the Katamon Tet quarter.
Both sets of squatters were young

couples who said they had applied
for housing assistance to no avail,

and had nowhere else to live. The
squatter evicted yesterday said she
had twice before attempted suicide.

Her husband, who Is a paroled
prisoner being treated for drug
abuse, was not at the flat.

The police entered by climbing up
a ventilation shaft and crawling
through the small toilet window. The
squatter, whom they arrested, had
barricaded herself behind the door
with a pile of newspapers and a bot-

tle of kerosene, threatening to aet
fire to herself If anyone tried to
•enter.

On Tuesday the police had given,

up an attempt to enter when they
.were blocked by about 100
neighbourhood children. But when
the officers of the law came yester-

day, at 11 o'clock, most of the
children were in school.

Another couple who had seised a
flat in a nearby building — also part

of the former absorption centre —
was evacuated on Tuesday. They
were taken to police headquarters In

the Russian Compound and released
after signing a commitment not to

repeat their action.

But police said they would not
release yesterday's squatter,
because she had said she would do
the same thing again It given the

chance. She Is expected to be taken
before a magistrate for remand to-

day.
The police did release the woman’s

mother and aunt, both of whom live

nearby and who they said had been
obstructing them. Also arrested
briefly was a photographer for
"Ma'ariv" who was at the scene.

Hie buildings which were the ob-

ject of the squatting attempts were
built over a decade ago and are con-

trolled by Amigur, the Jewish Agen-
cy housing corporation. With most of

the fiats empty for a year, or more,
.the JevgsTj^SSney "offitdaUy”clps:
ed the centre a few months ago,

. allowing the,few immigrant-families
who were there to stay on an ad hoc
basis.

Ironically, the squatting comes at

the very time that Amigur, long

criticized for letting empty flats

deteriorate in the midst of a housing
shortage, has begun to renovate the

building.

Sheikh wants to organize

political party for Arabs
By YOEL DAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

ACRE. — The chairman of the local

council of the village of Tamra in
Western Galilee, Sheikh Zaki Dieb,
is trying to form a special party for

the country's Arab residents. Dieb. a
close friend of former Foreign
Minister Yigal AUon, said yesterday
that the Arab residents, who he said
number 15 per cent of the total pop-
ulation, do not have proper represen-
tation in the Knesset.

Dieb told American visitors that
today only the Communists repre-
sent the Arabs in the Knesset. But,
he maintained, this Arab vote is ac-
tually a protest against what he said
was the attitude of the country's
Zionist parties towards the Arab
residents of Israel.

Dieb, who was physically attacked
by radical Arabs on the 1976 Land

Day. said that the principles of his

new party would be very similar to

those of the Labour Party, but that it

Would be an Independent body. He
called on Arab notables to contribute

ELUO.OOO each to help him set up the

party.
Dieb did not elaborate as to the

umber of supporters he has for his

project. Nor did he give a name for

the party.
The Labour Party meanwhile, has

decided to Increase Its political ac-

tivities among Arab residents. The
chairman of the Labour Party's

Arab department, Ra'anan Cohen,
said that his party is organizing

.Arabs and giving them the chance to

'vote or be elected to posts within the

party.
Labour Party chairman Shimon

Feres has called on the party's Arab
members to take part In Its political

life.

National Insurance support pay upped
National Insurance support and

alimony payments will rise by 12.9

per cent beginning this month, the
Institute announced this week.
The decision follows an identical

rise in government payments to
dependents, to compensate for re-

cent price increases. A woman
without children will now receive
.ILl.867 compared to IL1.853 In
December. The rate for women with

one child will go up to IL2.529 (from

IL2.209) and for women with two
children to IL2.903 (from IL2.54Q).

STOLEN JEWELS. — A new im-
migrant carrying IL200.000 worth of
jewelry and other Items In her hand-
bag was robbed on Tuesday night by
a purse-snatcher in the Romema
area of Jerusalem.

Humphrey sons

to dedicate road
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The three sons of the late U.8.
Senator Hubert Humphrey are arriv-

ing today to attend the dedication of

a Judean Mils parkway named after

the Minnesota Democrat.
Minnesota State Senator Hubert

(Skip) Humphrey III, Robert
Humphrey and Douglas Humphrey
will be the guests of honour at the
dedication tomorrow morning. The
10 km. parkway, which is being built
by the Jewish National Fund, wiB
run through the U.S. Bicentennial
Park from Bar Glora to Belt
Shemesh, thus serving as a main
road for Nes H&rlm and other
settlements in the area.
TbO senator's widow Muriel toured

the site last month during a short

visit she made to attend the funeral

of Golds Meir.
Prime Minister Menahem Begin,

Jewish Agency Executive chairman
Arye Dulzln, JNF directorate chair-

man Moahe Rivlin and U.S. Am-
bassador SamuelLdwia will also at-
tend the ceremony.
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Doctors ends sactions

at hospital clinics

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The central com-
mittee of the Israel Medical Associa-
tion yesterday decided to stop the
sanctions doctors have been im-
posing for the past month — due to
"considerable progress” in
negotiations with their employers
over a new work contract.

"However, if certain outstanding

points, including the granting of a
decent pension to physicians, are not
thrashed out to the IMA's satisfac-

tion by January 15, the central com-
mittee is authorized to reintroduce

the sanctions or to add others,”
Simha Keizman, secretary-general
of the IMA, yesterday told The
Jerusalem Poet
The sanctions had consisted of two

things: Not manning the hospitals'

outpatient departments, and refusal
by IMA members to give medical
certificates except in emergencies.

Afula nurses back
after ‘vacation’

Jerusalem Post Reporter

AFULA. — Twenty-five department
heads and head nurses from Afula
hospital returned to normal work
yesterday.
The nurses went "on vacation"

three days ago to protest against
what they described as a critical

shortage of nurses. Their protest

created serious disruptions In ser-
vice at what Is the only hospital in

the area.
The nurses have apparently not

been given any concrete promises
except that a new attempt will be
made to solve the problem of the
shortage of 100 nurses at the
hospital.

"For t will take you from among the heathen and gather you out of all
countries and will bring you into your land. Then will I sprinkle clean
water upon you, and ye shall be clean...And ye shall dwell in the land that
I gave to yourfathers; and ye shall be people and l will be uour God.

"

Ezekiel 35:24-25, 28

SHALOM ISRAEL IV
Continuing: with another 20 Bible
prophecies specifically fulfilled In

the miracle restoration of Israel in

our day.

8:15-9:15 Saturday Evening
(Prayer beforehand 7-8.)

Beit Hamavessar (just south of the
corner of Shivtel Israel and Neviim
streets i

Tourists especially welcome.

with Grant A Barbara Livingstone

3 local councils

kickoff With discord
By JLAFI GAON

Jerusalem Post Reporter

ASHDOD. — Argument and accusa-
tion were the rule as the newly-
elected local councils of Aahkelon,
KIryat Gat and Ashdod held their

first sessions this week.
The Aahkelon meeting, on Tuesday

evening, was purely formal, as re-
quired by law, since a coalition has
not yet been formed there. Tat-Aluf
(Res.) Arye Kereny, whose "For
Aahkelon” list received the highest
number of first-round votes, accused
Mayor-elect Eli Dayan (Democratic
movement) of abrogating an agree-
ment between them.

..

According to Keren, he and Dayan
had promised that if either one were
elected, the other would be ap-
pointed first deputy and deputy
mayor. Instead, Tat-Aluf Natan Nlr
(Likud) was made acting deputy
mayor, without the council's ap-
proval. charged Keren.
Countering Keren's accusations,

Dayan called a press conference last

night and claimed that it was Keren
who had broken the agreement, by
undertaking negotiations with other
factions in an attempt to create an
anti-Dayan bloc.
In KIryat Gat. a stormy first ses-

sion of the council took place on
Tuesday evening -with arguments,
shoving and all but blows being trad-
ed by Mayor DavidMagen and NRP
faction head Ya'akov Sved. Sved
was angered that Magen had Invited
David Asulin, another NRR
member, into the coalition against
the faction's will.

In Ashdod, Mayor Zvi Zllker
chaired the council’s opening session
last night amid continuing disputes
over the November elections.
Yitzhak Bartin, an Independent who
missed a seat by' 28 votes. 1s now
demanding a new election, after a
random check of six ballot boxes
turned up irregularities.

Begin says farewell
to Swazi premier
Prime Minister Menahem Begin

bid farewell early yesterday mor-
ning to Swazi Premier Maphevu
Dhlaminl at the end of his six-day
visit to Israel. Dhlaminl and his
colleagues were seen off at a modest
ceremony at Ben-Gurion airport.
Before leaving, Dhlaminl revealed

that IDF Chief of Staff Rafael Elian
had presented Mm with.two full IDF
military uniforms. Including berets'
and paratrooper's boots — one set
for himself and the other for' his
military aide. The Swazi premier la

also his country’s chief of staff and
foreign minister. (Itim)

University students

called ‘apathetic’ ,

TEL AVIV. — "The students who
enter Israeli universities are
apathetic, indifferent and unable to

think for themselves," Ron Shuval,
deputy rector of Tel Aviv University,

told a meeting yesterday of mayors
of cities and towns In the Tel Aviv
area.
..Prof. Shuval said that the universe
ty^ In an ieffprt to. make students'

more sc^iaUS^kware' and active’ has'
added cafe -of .thb sick, work with
slum children and other community
service activities to Its curricula In
social work, psychology, pre-
academic programmes and foreign

students' programmes. Students are
not paid for tills work, but it is an in-

tegral part of their studies.

The meeting at the university was
part-of an “open day" on the cam-
pus. wMcb included lectures open to

the public.

tonight

Vegetable growers

complain about

reduced profits
By YITZHAK OKED

Jerusalem Foot Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Vegetable fanners
are concerned over a serious drop In
the profitability of growing
vegetables, Ta’acov Cohen of Nah&I
Oz, the head of the Israel Vegetable
Growers Organization, told the press
here yesterday.
Cohen said many vegetable

^farmers are considering switching
over to more profitable branches,

such as flower growing. He said that
Hii» might result In shortages of cer-

tain vegetables In the near fpture, in

addition to high prices for these

products.
• Cohen also complained — without
giving any solution — about the high

middlemen's cut In vegetables,

which sometimes reaches 150 per
cent. He said that. on. certain
vegetables farmers get IL5 per kilo,

but that by the time the consumer
buys the Item it Is priced at IL12.50

per kilo.

The press conference was held to

announce the 10th conference of the

Israel Vegetable Growers, which
opens on January 18 at Kibbutz
Shefayim.

‘Credit-short farms

hurt by turning

to black capital’
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

More and more black capital Is

penetrating the agricultural sector
and endangering Its existence, the

Knesset Finance Committee heard
yesterday during a discussion of the

credit shortage In the sector.

Senla Josephtal of the Hlstadrut's

Agricultural Centre told the com-
mittee that no one had yet found a
solution to the problem of financing

investment inthe agricultural sector
— which, she said, was dis-

criminated against compared to in-

dustry, which benefits from the En-
couragement of Capital Investment
law.
The committee was discussing the

issue at the request of MK Amos
Hadar (Alignment).

Deputy-Finance Minister Yehekkel
Floxnln said that the development
budget for the sector was growing
year by year. He also said that
agriculture's main problem waa an
incorrect division between produc-

i tixm said marketing-components.
: MiTAdlfet Amoral (Alignment}'
asked - -angrily : “Wtafc-elae has-to^
happen for you to forget the adven-
turism of the new economic policy
and start dealing with the really
serious problems?"
"The house Is burning, inflation la

going wild, the deficit has grown, the
structure of the economy now
favours the service sector, private
consumption has grown and you’re
busy handling distortions," Amoral
said. ^
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The Health Resorts ofGermany
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Rhodesia tribal chief,

priest among 30 killed
SALISBURY (UPI). — The Rhode-
sian military command yesterday
reported more than 80 war deaths,

including seven members of the
armed forces, a black tribal chief

and a Roman Catholic priest.

A communique said Rhodesian
troops have killed 24 black
nationalist guerrillas.
The military command declined to

give details of the circumstances of

the deaths of the armed forces men,
who included an air force lieutenant
believed to have been a helicopter
pilot.

The command said that the tribal

leader — Senator Chief Jobe Matala
— and two Internal Affairs Ministry
employees were killed by guerrillas
who attacked their vehicle. The vehi-
cle was set alight, and it had taken
several days to identify their
charred bodies.
The Insurgents have accused

tribal chiefs of being sellouts, par-
ticularly those serving in parlia-

ment. Another chief was killed last

week.
The communique identified the

slain priest as Rev. Martin Hollens-

tein, 44, Of FiUshach, Switzerland.

He was the 34th missionary slain

since the war began In December
1972. Hollenstein was stopped by in-

surgents while travelling on his

motorcycle to a religious centre.

The Selukwe tribal reserve, where
the incident took place, was ln-

filitrated by guerrillas of Robert
Mugabe's wing of the Patriotic Front
in November, missionaries reported.
In Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,

yesterday, Mugabe said his forces

would hit economic targets In

Rhodesia In the coming year.

"Let us get settler business to

grind to a halt.” he said in a New
Year's address broadcast by the of-

ficial Mozambique Radio.
Mugabe said that the cities and

towns of the former British colony,

which he referred to as "settler

sanctuaries,” would come under es-

pecially heavy attack.
“Let us create a hell for the enemy

in every one of them," Mugabe said.

Mugabe asserted that his forces

now operate in 80 per cent of

Rhodesia.

Armoured vehicles in Havana’s Revolution Plaza on Monday during military parade

marking Cuba's 20th anniversary of its revolution. < UPI telephoto)
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‘UN accepts plan for Namibia’

joill Ruhr strike
JOHANNESBURG (UFI). — South
African Foreign Minister Plk Botha
said yesterday that the UN has
agreed to South Africa’s major pre-
conditions, clearing the way for in-

dependence elections in South West
Africa (Namibia).
The minister said that UN

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
has agreed that a UN-supervised
election take place by September 30
and that all violence he terminated
before then.
Botha said agreement on these

points effectively repudiated
recognition of Sam Nujoma, whose
South West African Peoples
Organization (SWAPO) guerrillas
have been fighting a small-scale
bush war on the territory's northern
border for the past 12 yean.
The minister called Waldheim's

approach, reported in a letter from
the UN official, "positive and con-
structive," but said there were still

some details to be worked out.
Among these, he said, was the
proposed size of the UN peacekeep-

ing forces.

The UN has insisted that these
forces include 7,000 foreign troops

and about 1,000 civilian polling of-

ficials. South Africa has said that

such a large force was not needed if

there was peace in Namibia, and
that no elections could be held es

long as violence continued.
Political sources said Waldheim's

letter proposed that UN special
representative Martti Ahtlsaari
return to Namibia to reopen talks for
the Independence elections with
South African administrator-general

M.T. Steyn.
Waldheim yesterday announced at

the UN that he would send Martti
Ahtlsaari, his special representative
for Namibia, to Southern Africa next
week to discuss deployment of UN
troops and election observers in
preparation for the election.

In the letter, Waldheim accepted
Botha's Invitation to have Ahtlsaari
visit with the South African
administrator-general for the
territory. Judge Marthinus Steyn.

Austria-Hungary one again

(for tourist purposes)
VIENNA (UPI). — Austria and
Hungary, once united in the
Habsourg monarchy, entered a new
era of relations this week with the
abolition of visas for the first time in
60 years.
For the first time since the fall of

the Austro-Hungarian Empire after

World War I, Austrians and
Hungarians can visit each other
without producing a visa.

It is expected that the number of
Austrian tourists travelling- to
Hungary will triple as a result of the
new regulations, which became
effective on January 1.

"We believe that some 1.5 million

Austrians will travel to Hungary this

year after the abolishment of visa
restrictions," said OszkarKails i , the
leader of the national tourist office in

Budapest.

Chinese delegation

oft to Africa
HONGKONG (UPI). — A top-level

Chinese delegation headed by Vice-
Premier Li Hslen-nien left for Africa
yesterday to launch China's first

1979 diplomatic offensive against
Soviet-Cuban influence on the conti-

nent.
Li, the mastermind of China's

economic planning, leads a
diplomatic foray into Tanzania,
Mozambique, Zambia and Zaire only
two days after Peking established of-

ficial diplomatic ties with the U.S.
The New China News Agency said

the delegation included Deputy
Foreign Minister Ho Ting, Deputy
Foreign Trade Minister Chen Chieh
and Cheng Fei, deputy minister of
economic relations with foreign
nations.

UNIQUE
GLASS

Some 500,000 Austrians visited
Hungary last year, spending about
$500m. for food, hotels and
traditional Hungarian products such
as Tokaj wines, salami sausages and
Kelim carpets. This amount is also
expected to triple during 1979.

Hungarian officials pointed out
that Austria Is the only “non-
Socialist" country besides Finland
where the visa requirement has been
abolished.
Despite the easing of mutual traf-

fic, Hungarian tourists still face
some serious restrictions. One is that

they can apply for a passport only
every third year, and that their hard-
currency allowance for travel to the

West is restricted to 8170 per person.
Another restriction, Introduced

with the beginning of the new year, is

that personal invitations extended to

Hungarians by someone living in the
West need confirmation bjo the
Hungarian mission in the country
concerned.
The new regulation was in-

troduced because Hungarian
authorities suspected that many of

these invitations were faked and
were used as a pretext by some
Hungarians to travel west. Such an
invitation entitles a Hungarian to

apply for a passport every second
year, but with a more restricted

currency allowance.
Another problem for the

Hungarian authorities will be how to

cope with the expected influx of

Austrian tourists during the coming
travel season. Budapest, only 250
km. east of Vienna, Lake Balaton
and some of the Hungarian towns
near the Austrian border are the
main attractions for Austrian
tourists. But they all lack adequate
hotel space.
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TOPS
FIRST TIME EVER
You esn play the Hanukka game all year widi our wj
beautiful glass tops exclusively created for the -M
Jerusalem Post Toy Fund Special Fund by Yehuda m
Nekar. Jerusalem's top glass blower. These char- H
ming tops will long be spinning gaily for they are

"

collectors' items.

Thousands have already donated to our regular Toy

Fund. Other thousands have already purchased our

glass tops, and had their dames and legends

printed in the daily Toy Fund lists. Give this

beautiful gift to your family and friends and help the
(

Toy Fund Special Fund for adolescent foster
^

children.

For fascinated spinning, give our tops for the

Hanukka game, or make our slrm. flat surfaced top

a gift for a busy executive. The tops, in a variety of

colours, ere specially packaged and so come with

full playing instructions.

Sale of Tops and donations to the Jerusalem Post

Toy Fund:
JERUSALEM
Head office: Ronwna. Rahov Yirmiyehu

Town office.’ Rahov Artnobulus (up from Cato Alaska on Jaffa BP.)

and the

Jerusalem Plaza Hotel. Rahov King George. Donations to the cashier.

Tops at the Hospitality Desk. 5-8 p.m.

TEL AVIV
Jerusalem Post. 1 1 Rahov Cariebaeh.

HAIFA
Jerusalem Post. 34 Rehov Herd: Hadar Book Subscriptions

1 6 Rehov Heal (Ben Hekranot paesagp}.

CAESAREA
Shahav GaBerv. Ceasar’s Gats

Only $5 or 1L80 including VAT (all profits to the

Jerusalem Post Hanukka Toy Fund Special Fund).

Complete this coupon and send it today with your
cheque. Bulk orders accepted Stock is very limited— act quickly.

To. The Jerusalem Poet
Toy Fund Special Fund

P.O.B. 81: Jerusalem, (areel.

Please send me.

Dreideto

Tops
at 55 or IL80 eseh, Including packing and
postage (airmailed abroad).

My cheque for is enclosed.

AODRESS

Peking wall poster demands

sexual liberation for masses

DUESSELDORF (AP>. — Another
20.000 workers downed tools in the

northwest German steel industry
yesterday, idling about 100,000 or

almost half of the work force in the

vital Ruhr industrial area, Bremen
and Osnabrueck.
The latest walkouts came despite

pending mediation efforts, including

a proposal for a 4 per cent wage con-

tract for 15 months, three or three-

and-one-half extra days off for
nightshirt workers, two additional

days off for all workers over 50 years
and three additional vacation days
for all 208,000 workers. Steel workers
there now average 31,240 a month
when working a 40-hour week.
The powerful Metal Workers

Union is demanding initial steps

toward Introducing a 30-hour work
week. Employers indicated that they
are willing to grant more vacation
and additional days off for nlghtshilt

workers, but rejected claims that

shorter shifts create more jobs.

The strike, the first in the Ruhr
steel Industry in 50 years, began on
November 28, idling 50,000 workers
in eight plants. Three days later,

employers locked out 30,000 workers
in another eight plants.

Pope sets off row with

attacks on abortion

VATICAN CITY lReuter) . — Pope
John Paul n yesterday renewed his

criticism of abortion — only three
days after causing a row In Italy by
condemning what he called the "an-
nihilation and destruction" of un-
born children.

The Vatican later tried to calm the
storm of protest by saying the pope’s
New Year’s Eve remarks had- not
been aimed solely at Italy, where
abortion was only legalized last year
after years of bitter debate.
“We need to do everything possi-

ble for every human being from the
beginning, from the moment of bis
conception." the pope told his week-
ly public audience yesterday.
Meanwhile, the Socialist

newspaper “Avanti" joined the
debate yesterday with an attack on
the Italian church hierarchy and its

current campaign against abortion;

but it did not mention the pope.
"In this republic it is parliament

which makes the laws," the
newspaper said.

Yemini sets self

alight over visa

ROME (UPI). — A 21-year-old
Yemeni set himself on fire In front
of the Yemen Arab Republic em-
bassy here yesterday in what police

said was apparent frustration over
his inability to get a visa to enter
Libya.
The Yemeni, identified by police

as Abdul Dahan All, was immediate-
ly rushed to a nearby hospital, where
doctors pronounced him in serious
condition with burns over most of his

body.

TOKYO (AP). — A new wall poster

in Peking demands "liberation of

sex." breaking with a "conservative

tradition in China dating back at

least to Confucius and tightened by
the communists, Japan's Kyodo
news Service reported from Peking
yesterday that the poster, signed
“Yang nl" also charged that some
police officials have abused their

authority by having sexual relations

with female criminals.
"I wonder what's the value of

Communism if its leaders can't put
aside the lure of the flesh,” the
poster said.

An old man shook his head in dis-

approval. But many students and
young people scribbled words of sup-
port on the nine-sheet wall poster on
what has become known as
"Democracy Wall" on Peking's
West Ch&ngan Street, Kyodo said.

Kyodo said the poster, titled "Ad-

UFO’S could be squid lights
AUCKLAND, New Zealand (UPI).
— Recent reports of flying saucers
along the New Zealand coastline
may have been nothing more than
the dancing lights of Japanese squid
boats, the leader of an airborne
"saucer search" group said yester-

day.
Squadron leader Ray Carran. cap-

tain of a Royal New Zealand Air
Force Orion maritime plane, said he
and his crew of 11 did not see any un-
identified flying objects during a
night-long patrol of the K&lkoura
area, 160 km. north of the South
Island city of Christchurch.
"However, some 170 km. east of

Christchurch is a . very -large

Japanese squid fleet," Carran said.

"The squid fleet is visible to the nak-
ed eye for 190 km. with the very,
very, powerful lights they use," he
noted.

A rash of sightings and radar
trackings of unidentified flying ob-
jects has been reported along the
coast in the last 10 days, culminating-
in the filming of flying flattened
spheres on New Year’s Eve by an
Australian television crew.

The television crew's film, which
has been released around the world,
showed a series of slightly flattened
spheres

.
lit up in three bands of

colour.

60 missing in ship accidents
Shipping disasters struck near

Puerto Rico, off the Spanish coast

and in Singapore harbour yesterday,
and authorities feared some 60 lives

may have been lost in the Atlantic

and Caribbean accidents.

High winds and rough seas
hampered rescue operations in the

Caribbean, where the U.S.-owned
3,349-ton Master Michael exploded
and burst into flames late Tuesday.
Some 30 men are missing from the
ship and the U.S. Coast Guard con-
tinued its search, despite presump-
tions that the men probably drowned
in the stormy waters.

In the Atlantic an oil tanker that
was ripped apart by five explosions
on New Year’s Eve began leaking oil

into the ocean again yesterday, about
185 km. off the Spanish-Portuguese

border. The Greek-owned super-
tanker Andros Patria has already
leaked some 10,000 tons of Its Iranian
crude. Some 30 people abandoned
the ship and are feared drowned.
Another three men who remained on
board were later rescued by
helicopter.

In Singapore's petroleum
anchorage, 29 crew members of the
Liberian-registered freighter Mano
No. 11 were rescued before their ship
sank after colliding with a tanker.
The 40.632-ton tanker which was hit

by the 4,764 cargo vessel suffered
only minor damage, according to

harbour officials. The official said a
salvage company was trying to pre-
vent oil leakage from the sunken
ship, lAP, Reuter)

‘Mauritania seeking peace in Sahara’
RABAT (Reuten. — The pro-
government Moroccan daily "AI-
Maghrib" said yesterday that
Mauritania was making a concerted
effort with Morocco to seek a
peaceful settlement of the Western
Sahara conflict.

Algerian-backed Polisario
guerrillas are attempting to take
over the mineral-rich former
Spanish colony, which is now divid-

ed between Morocco and
Mauritania.

"A)-Maghrib" said in an editorial
that a New Year statement by
Mauritanian President Mustapha

Ould Salek — reaffirming his coun-
try’s "attachment to the principles
of the self-determination of peoples"
was designed to "break the ice of
animosity which has been a feature
of inter-Maghreb relations for over
two years."
The paper, which reflects Moroc-

can government thinking, continues

:

"In concert&tion with Morocco,
Mauritania has launched Itself on a
mission to seek peace in the
Maghreb. The statements of the
Mauritanian head of state con only
be part of this line of conduct and
within the ostensible framework of
peace."
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Jerusalem JYmphony Orchestra

GARY BERTINI CHIEF CONDUCTOR & MUSICAL DIRECTOR •rrrD-onviiniitHtmsin -rma nra

Notice to Subscribers to the Series of

Televized Concerts at Binyenei Ha'ooma

Concert No. 2 will be given on
Wednesday, January 17 at 8.30 p.m.
(and not on Tuesday, January 16).

Conductor: Neville Marriner
Soloists: Pnina Salzman, piano

Bracha Eden and Alexander Tamlr, duo pianists

Works by Chopin, Poulenc, Mozart, Stravinsky

A few tickets still available at the Jerusalem Theatre box
office (Tel. 67167) 4 - 8 p.m., and at agencies.

The Jerusalem Khan Israel Broadcasting Authority

Weekly Chamber Music Concert

Jerusalem Khan
Sunday. January 7 at 8.30 p.m.
Daniel Binyaminl, viola Milica Lata , piano
* Dittcrsdorf: Sonata in E Flat Major
* Hindemith: Sonata op. n. no. 4
+ Brahms: Sonata In E Flat Major, op. 120. no. 2
* Schubert: Sonata — "Arpcggiono"

U.S. sends kerosene to Iran

Washington Post Nows Service

WASHINGTON. — The Commerce
Department has authorized an

emergency shipment of 800,000

barrels of kerosene to Iran to avert

"severe hardship" for the civilian

population in that strife-torn coun-

try, it was learned on Tuesday.

Iran’s oil production — normally

si*.million barrels a day—
,
5
n

brought to a virtual standstill by

strikes and demonstrations
throughout the country.

The shipment of the relatively

small amount of kerosene was a
measure of Iran’s desperate straits.

The U.S. Commerce Department
approved two. export licences for

shipment of *3m. worth of kerosene

for home heating and cooking. It

justified the shipment of kerosene, a

commodity that is under export con-

trols, as needed to help ease shor-

tages being experienced by all

residents, including Americans still

in Iran.
Oil production in Iran on

December 31 reportedly bit a low of

225,000 barrels, or Only bay ^ ...

country’s daily requirement! V*

heating oil alone. The amere®*-?

U.S. shipment thus amounts
ly more than one day's suppjvTT
The oil strike is said to be o^.

'

the Iranian government about to*?7
;

a day in lost export revenuc.^jSj
production and exports reaiuniHvfl
loss of Iranian oil is expected to vZ
additional pressure on the
price structure.
There are reports that eonis ^

workers are ready to resume MibijS
production.

.
But American afScbu

privately think it will be alonggh!
before production gets back log
million barrel level, and theya&£.
sure to whom a new gpverui&Z
succeeding the shah will be.wUUft^
sell.

: jf :

Meanwhile, the "Washlnnn.
Post" said yesterday that Carter^
ministration specialists on Iraajf.
eluding embassy officials^
Teheran, are strongly advising;^
White House to disengage' from th

total support for the Shah and
courage his departure from bub,

U.S. protests Soviet reports on Iran

vocacy for a new life,” criticized of-

flcal encouragement of delayed
marriage as "a cruel crime that
destroys young hearts and bodies."

The poster said sex, like the need
for food, transcends class lines, and
that suppressing premarital sex,

faithless love and nude paintings
works against the development of

Socialism.

Despite 30 years of Communist
Puritanism, the poster declared^ the
nation still has case after case of sex-

ual crimes. Including murders stem-
ming from entangled love affairs.

The sexual repression had only in-

creased the rate of sex crimes, the

poster charged.

The poster complained that the

love-making scenes from a Japanese
movie on prostitutes were deleted
when the film was shown In Peking,
the news agency added.

MOSCOW (UPI) — The U.S. Em-
bassy yesterday formally complain-

ed to the Foreign Ministry here

about Soviet media treatment of

American foreign policy toward
Iran. . ,

Western diplomatic sources bad

said last week that the embassy
would make "an oral protest" to the

ministry about “Pravda's" claim

that the U.S. sent a special 60-

member team to Iran to help find a

political solution to the turmoil

there.
Ttaer accusation was denied in

Washington. An embassy
spokesman said that the embassy
also sent a letter of complaint to the

editor of "Pravda."
Earlier yesterday "Pravda,’’

reiterating that Moscow has no In-

tention of interfering in the Iranian

situation, declared that even press

speculation about an American
naval task force being dispatched to

the Persian Gulfamounted to

of force. . ly -

The Communist Party daily ag^

that the Western pre**^
speculating about the possible cB*

patch of U.S. warships to -fcanfoj

waters, bad begun mentioning}]*

need to block any Soviet.^,
terference. _

1'

"Although Washington aseuxeasr

that there are no Intentions tai

warships to Iranian waters, thgjfg,

continues discussing such plank, Tfe

said discussion, as If hy.a stroke d
the conductor's baton, Is being fc.

creaslngly accompanied^!}
fabrications concerning the SoVfet

Union," the paper said. -

The dally repeated Its charge
Washington was concerned over a*

fate of billions of dollars

modern armaments sold to Iranml
over the future flow of Iranian eflto

the West. - . _ =•
?

Syrian and Iraqi

FMs talks on ties

BAGHDAD (Reutisr). — Syrian
Deputy Premier and Foreign
Minister Abdul-Halim Khaddam
yesterday agreed with Iraqi Foreign
Minister Saadun Hammadi on ways
of establishing closer relations
between the two states, the Iraq
news agency reported.

It said the visiting Syrian minister
had a meeting with Hammadi during
which, they agreed on ways "en-
suring cooperation, coordination and
Integration between the two foreign
ministries.” They also agreed on
ways of "unifying the two countries'
attitudes towards important Arab
and international questions," it add-
ed.

Khaddam led Syria’s delegation at
the joint political, information and
cultural committee meetings which
ended here on' Tuesday night with
agreement on cooperation under the
“national charter" both countries
signed last October.

Iraq denies killing ,/*

Communist soldiers%
. j1* ... „ . ,tt^ W

. o • i •
• •

j

BAHRAIN iReuterL —Iraq yqd
day denied a Kuwaiti news]
report that 18 Communist sol

were executed in Iraq last month'
forming party cells in the am
forces.

A Ministry of Informs
spokesman in Baghdad said that

report, published yesterday In

newspaper "A-Slyassah,'.'

'

"completely baseless and aim
distorting Iraqi attitudes and
mining Iraqi policy."

DRUGS. — British customs
drugs worth over £22m. (

last year — about twice as muds
in 1977. it was announced In I
yesterday. A spokesman said
of what was seized was on Its

from the Middle East to the tLSg

JUDEA and SAMARIACOMMAND
STAFF TRAFFIC OFFICER

CONTROLLER OF ROAD TRANSPORT
JUDEA AND SAMARIA DISTRICT

Order concerning traffic restrictions, parki
and traffic arrangements in Jerusale
Bethlehem and Beit Sahur' over the Gree
Orthodox Christmas, 1979

‘

Under the powers vested In me by law. I hereby order as follows:
a.m. until 5 p.m. on January 6. 1979. the following restrictions wills
to traffic and parking. Inthe placesand during the times indicated.
BETHLEHEM
1. Traffic Restrictions

Entry to Bethlehem will be allowed only to those with pass and
ing windscreen stickers. Drivers with one of the various typrt
parking sticker will be directed by the police, on entering
restricted zone^

2. Parking Limitation ..

Parking prohibitions will be In force in Bethlehem, as directed
police. ::

PUBLIC TRANSPORT/SPECIAL JOURNEYS, JANUARY 8.
a. Buses
1. Tourists in organized groups — Parking Sticker 7 — will con

Bethlehem from the Rachel's Tomb junction, will be
the police to a parking area.
After the ceremony, tourists will board buses In the .same par.
area.

2. Cast Jerusalem Bus Service — Parking Sticker 8
~

:

From the Damascus Gate Bus Station to-the-Bethlehem* Clnein*
Boarding point at the end of the ceremony: at the cinema

b. Taxis
Local Taxi Services — Taxi Service Sticker
From the Jaffa Gate to Bethlehem. Alighting arid pick-upj)Qini&
Wadi Maali road, south side of Manger Square..

-
- -

GENERAL 1!.
Between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m.. traffic will not be allowed in either dli

on the Jerusalem-Hebron road. Inside the boundaries of Bethlehem,
traffic will be directed along the following route (in both directions):
Baher. Zaatra, Sa’fr, Halhul. v .

M. BATZKAX
;

'

Controller of Road Transport - •

-J*Tun:Uem and the -South, and Judea and SaniaHa D

m
i
t
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Assessing the "Ultra’ secret ofWW II
tlCn

i**5J*i

5S?s

h^«ONDGN. — Ultra —u many poo-

know by aqw,— ws* the cover-

n ^ m^-glvon to Allied intelligence

terived from U» deciphered signal*

f Germany army.' air and naval
omraands duringWorld Warn. Bat

Yj the {atemt a&fexcitement arcus*
Sd by the "revelations'’ about the
k' ' * .i_i_ ’ » in

By HERBERT MARCHANT/Obaerver Foreign News Service

v iv,^ r-w ™ —

—

pt pf^fcSiCCWS of this operation, few wiB
on ba^’-^Aftve stopped to ask how successful

to

e
$til^5*

» cryptographeris on the other side
9&ad been. •;

.A Ih fact German cryptographers

. %rere regularlyreading British naval
” odes from the outbreak of the War
«ra.?**3 J1 well in 1943; end If the Battle of

AUanttc yw.
-‘5 ^hXirgely because the B^tfah expert*

P S *rs “SirBletchley Park, their secret

k,
0u»e ,%'eadquartert near -London, were

A ^afi^btetobreak0* V-boat code, it had^ fas rip ^«ry nearly been lost earlier on

because the Germans were reading

“v/W codes used by the convoys. .

Offo ftv / This, at any rate, was the consen-^
"D kos of a recent International con-

Arslan *Wence bn W/T intelligence in World
rce ^hJar U held in Germany. It was a
q Co Various confrontation of World War
; .

h

atn
adversaries, when for four days

ujau® fy«‘ rllled cryptographers. Intelligence

h af
* aho»,: ffleers and communications ea-

rs u — British, American,
*

“ad W^,anadlana and & Pole — lived ft all
‘ 10

^loTi ;vet again with their German op-
enc« ^osite numbers,

ithourt, For the first two days the prac-

therp
w%tionera discussed the technical

,hi na ,
^ Aspects before an audience of over

nue an Indication of the enormous

diarT
°'Scu*& ite rest the German naUon still has

0011144,7

at
- WEBB MOSTLY former

Cdl' QTla oi^iemben of the Wehrm&cht and In-

as
;.

n ?l? j^HEY
p Cttic^iembe

the PapJ/luded top-ranking officers of aH
e daii v

^ree services, whose signals, in-

linetm Incidentally, bad been regularly

of ^ciphered at Bletchley park 30

em « yearns ago. One old Luftwaffe general
.
ne out to be as uncompromising

which all other forms oi intelligence
cnuld be related.

Tf Ultra did not rin the war. the
conference decided, it undoubtedly
shortened it. (There was much In-

teresting speculation on the probable
course o? the war had the Battle of
the Atlantic been iost: which might
well have been the case if Bletchiey
had no: broken the U-boat code when
it did. namely Just at the moment
when the lasses to Britain's
merchant fleet had become al! but
Intolerable).

But al! were agreed that in point of

fact intelligence by itself cannot win
WArn. r.ci even battles.
You still need adequate arms,

men. equipment and generalship to
handle the situation. Early warning
th.it a hundred heavy tanks are
heading your way serves little pur-
pose if you only have Home Guard
troops to deal with them.
The conference finished with a

word of warning to historians who
now hoped to write the definitive
history of the war and Include in it

their own rc-assessrr.ent of the
generalship of commanders or. both
sides. The bulk of Ultra documents,
it was pointed out. arc still under
raps, and you cannot complete a jig-
saw puzzle when more than half of
the pieces are still missing.

‘eat.

Fid

—
tulUre peppery as we remembered bis

-ar-tlme messages to have been.

The object or the conference —
onaored by university bodies.

Berlin in ruins at the end of World War II. It has been suggested, Sir Herbert Merchant
says, that the Nazis felt little inclination to concentrate resources on cryptography, and
that through their war against the -lews they may well have driven out or killed potential

code-breakers.

)AM
{

mbHaWng firms and technical in-

'CJJ
|||

jiutries _ was to enable historians

'f
pick the brains of those who had

group nf
then f0 the Intelligence war

Safir’’ «u lt®fore memories — already shaky—^ tiled altogether. It was clearly also

one side. It is now well known that

during the North African campaign
Montgomery was kept well supplied
with timely information, based on
Ultra, of Rommel’s order of battle

and Intentions.

ere; vrs,„„, (uwjbmis,.
““Sloped to put the story of Ultra Into

it^J^^rThe sensational claims made in
u

'ni
ner**^ai* recent best-sellers , had caus-

, ro wferf people in the United Kingdom and
*

' • c°l°M%merica to ask why, ifthe Allies con-
reason

*n patently knew the German.order of
-cement. on land and at sea as well as
1

5

military pafejeir plans, they did not win the war
PWw in ugnoner.
faction Dfj|<iZrL his own country, as one German

.s 2d fir" sudtj^srtorlan noted, these unqualified
!v - -he paste jiDn-atementa — often only half truths

Mujut
ifc;

could well be used by some of Ms
of stiff Ki^intemporaries to build up a sort of

as: 'stab In the back" myth, such as
as spread abroad by Natl

—upagenda about World War I.

q
(jgtiV Lt-But cryptographic successes — as

5ready Indicated — were not all on

IT IS LESS well known that earlier

in that campaign Rommel was
receiving a similar service about
British plans from his own W/T in-

telligence centre, who were busy
reading the code used by the
American military attach^ In Cairo.

Service attaches, incidentally,

seem to have been particularly
vulnerable. The Americans were
able to read the messages to Tokyo
from the Japanese attacbd in Berlin,

giving details of German plans and
dispositions in the West, obligingly

fed to him by the German High Com-
mand.
There was little doubt, however, in

the minds of both the Allied and Ger-

man speakers that the overall output

of Bletchley’s comprehensive, har-

moniously integrated effort had been
markedly superior to that of the Ger-
man cryptographic establishments.

In Germany each of the armed ser-

vices, the Foreign Office and the

Secret Service had its own agency
with the consequent bureaucratic

muddles and Jealousies inherent In

such fragmentation; added to which
the Allies used a variety of codes,

whilst the Germans used almost ex-

clusively the one Enigma machine,
on which British cryptographers
could concentrate their efforts.

before a smaller gathering a brave,
if inconclusive, attempt was made
by a panel of 30 to assess the Impact
of Ultra on the course of the war.

It was also suggested that with
tholr aggressiveness, their preoc-

cupation with early military
success, the Nazis felt little inclina-

tion to concentrate resources on
cryptography, and that through their

war against the Jews they may well
have driven out or killed potential

code-breakers.

The panel — most of whom were
historians — had little difficulty in

showing how Ultra had often been
vital In decision-making at the tac-

tical ievel. when on land or at sea
commanders had prior knowledge
from decrypts of the enemy's dis-

positions and intentions.

Admittedly there were nearly
always other sources of information
on hand — photo reconnaissance,

reports from the Resistance and
from spies, wireless traffic analysis

— but Ultra, when available, was the

100 per cent reliable basis, with

NO MATERIAL concerning the Bat-
tle of Britain, the North African
Campaign, the landings in Sicily and
at An2io has so far been released to
the general public — only to the for-

tunate historians still at work on the
official history of intelligence in

World War II. Their first volume,
due for publication in the spring. :s

eagerly awaited, not only by those
who only recently learned’ about
Ultra, but also by those who. because
of the passage of time and of the im-
posed secrecy, have forgotten much
of what they knew.
One final question raised by an

American historian remained un-
answered: “If Benjamin Franklin
was right when he said that ‘three
may keep a secret, if two are dead.’
how come the secret of Ultra, known
to perhaps 2.000 people was kept for
over 30 years?”
How indeed did so many men and

women of all ages and from all

stations of life, resist the temptation
to boast to husband, wife, parent,
children or Lover about what they did
in the Great War?
The odds against breaking the

Ultra ciphers were said to be over a
million to one; the chances of keep-
ing Ultra a secret must have been
about the same.

Sir Herbert Marchant, former
British ambassador to Cuba and
Tunisia, icorked in Ultra during the
rear.

AFTERTWO DAYS in Bonn the con-

ference moved to Stuttgart, where
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STUDY TEAM from the U.S.;

RAIN i

.

:£2.-fojepartment of Health ^Education.

iMaid -Welfare (HEW) was In Israel
- :ho! hUist week to see how Jerusalem
wcr.KEtasnothers make toys out of plastic bet-

•.-.c sir.} eis4e tops.
_ _

: i Their visit was explained by Dr.
i-lkSov Tamir, head of the Jerusalem

.t !feps4unlcipal Public Health Service, at

r’_blL‘ai«ie dedication of a play corner in a
.viijBttpat Halav well-baby clinic in

• r biBBEOryat Hayovel at the end of last

-re I-Ms^sonth.

frjcixH!- 111 *act - Aw* HEW team learned
r ” bout more than toymaking— it aaw

-tiy mothers from disadvantaged
eighbourhoods come to the clinics

rfid how in addition to shots and pills
— .... _.a J («.

the experts

in a play

comer

r-- vtrS-^y Sel of guidance In bring-
- ‘ “" ‘L^ig up up their children.
• - - " s - The corner, the seventh in the city.

By HAIM SHAPIRO
Jerusalem Post Reporter

.-i^kea advantage of the good will felt
A s
uJcy mothers toward the clinics. While
W*1 -la. U.— l.f/i’

" wait, they will be invited Into
'*' Msaaf*®

[e corner and shown how they can
lay with their children to further

-gielr development,
li %K01-06* Using toys made out of such items

as bottle caps, old soap containers,
and egg cartons the play corner
guides, many of them volunteers,

stress that families do not have to
buy expensive playthings to help
their children's development.

DR. TAMIR said that such guidance
could not make geniuses out of or-

dinary children, but a study in the
U.S. showed that it could result in

children benefiting from such a
programme scoring an average of 10
to 20 points higher on IQ tests than a
control group of similar children.
What the Americana have not

succeeded in doing, he said. Is get-

ting mothers to come to such cen-
tres. In Israel, on the other hand,
about 98 per cent of those in poorer
sections come to Tipat Halav. In the
better-off areas, It ia about 80 per
cent, he aaid.

But. he added. Israel Is facing an
especially critical period. A second
generation of disadvantaged
children ia now being born and If we
want to stop the cycle it must be now.
We already know that the first three
or four years are crucial for a child’s

development, he said.

The Kiryat Hayovel play area was
donated through the help of a local

Bnel Brith lodge. Eventually the
municipality hopes to set up similar
areas in all 30 of the city's Tipat
Halav clinics.
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HISH-GAD
Another Lottery Game by Mifal

You invest IL 15

And Stand to Win Immediately IL 10,000

The new lottery HISH-GAD lottery ticket may be purchased from all Mifal Hapayis

vendors. For only-lLl5 you stand to win — on the spot— prizes up to 1L10,000.

At die final drawing — prizes of IL100,000 and IL500,000.

Spotlight

on Haifa
SOCCER PREVIEW

Paul Kohn

TEL AVIV. — The National League
soccer spotlight moves north this

Saturday to Kiryat Haim, where
Haifa Hapoel will entertain league
leaders Tel Aviv Maccabi.
Both teams won last week at

Bloomfield Stadium. Haifa Hapoel
beat Tel Aviv Betar 2:0 by snapping
up Its chances. With Mordechai
Spiegler, Eli Leventhal and
Rahamim Sela, Haifa Hapoel has a
strong midfield and with added
sharpness up front would be scoring

many more goals.
Tel Aviv Maccabl’s Yaron Oz, Avt

Cohen and Glora Spiegel gave a
great performance against Netanya
Maccabi last week and a repeat per-

formance this Saturday would cause
the Haifa defence no end of trouble.

On current form, it is difficult to en-

visage Haifa Hapoel getting goals

against the league leaders, who have
only conceded five goals all season,
and with Vicky Peretz back to lead

the attack Tel Aviv Maccabi appears
to have the edge.

on the other hand, will throw all in to

keep within range of the league
leaders, and appears strong enough
to force a decision.

Jerusalem Betar returns to the

capital and by all form indications

looks set to win two points. It would
come as a mighty shock were Yehud
Hapoel, now at the foot of the table,

to take any spoils away from the

YMCA ground. A home win for

Neuman. Malmlllian and Co. looks
the banker bet of the week.
An interesting clash will see Tel

Aviv Hapoel at home to Beersheba
Hapoel. The Negev side produced
one of its best games of the season to

beat Kfar Sava Hapoel 2 : 1 last week,
but Its performances are erratic.

They have experienced players like

Rail Eliahu, Meir Barad. Efraim Zvi

and Ben Dor on the team /though
Shalom Avitan is a doubtful starter)

and could produce any result. Tel

Aviv Hapoel was uninspiring in the

0:0 draw in Hadera last week, but 1b

capable of a much better showing. A
most difficult result to forecast.

IN NETANYA, two teams who lost

0:1 fast week face each other.

Netanya Maccabl’s 0:1 loss away to

Tel Aviv Maccabi is clearly not as

bad as Jerusalem Hapoel’a home
defeat by Petah Tlkva Maccabi.
The Jerusalem result may be con-

sidered as a one-time lapse, for Ben-
Davld, Buzaglo. Danlshevsky and
Co. fumbled so many scoring
chances that they could hardly
repeat tailing so often.

Netanya Maccabi, the defending
champions, has not been showing Its

form of last season, Oded Machness
especially having lost his touch in at-

tack. But In Netanya, the home at-

tack should be good enough to win
both points.

Petah Tikva Maccabi, after its

surprise win in the capital, returns

home to entertain unbeaten Bnei

Yehuda. The Petah Tlkva defence

has let in 27 goals, but last week kept

its net Intact by crowding into a
bunker-like formation. This kind of

game does not suggest that the home
team will be getting many goals.

Ehud Ben-Tovim-led Bnei Yehuda,

KFAR SAVA HAPOEL and Tel Aviv
Shimshon look likely home winners,
but Rlsfaon Lezlon Hapoel may have
to split points with Tel Aviv Betar.

The main game in the second divi-

sion will be between Hakoah and
TTaua Maccabi at the Makhtesh in

Givatayim. Hakoah has scored 30

goals this season, more than any
other attack in the top two leagues,

but will not find it easy going against
the Halfaites. Sportoto punters
should save on a draw.
No football pool player managed to

mark 13 games correctly last week,
and only 18 coupons showed 12
results right, each worth about IL50,-

000. Eleven results will be worth
IL2.700 and 10 results will collect

IL265. The money not won last week
will be added to the prize money
after this week’s games, which will

be a minimum of IL4.5 million for

those getting all 13 right. Sportoto

announced a total minimum payout
of IL8 million.

Sportoto’s Income was IL11.B
million last week, but & much larger

turnover Is anticipated this week.
Sportoto Guide:
Kfitr Sav* Hap. v Jaffa Mac. 1

Tel Aviv Hap. v Beerebeba Hap. x
Shimshon v Hadera Hap. I

Jerusalem Betar v Yebod Hap. I

Frtiih Tlkva Mac. v Bnei Yehuda 2

Netanya Mac. v Jerusalem Hap. 1

Haifa Hap. v Tel Aviv Mac. 2

Kishon Hap. v Tel Aviv Betar x

Acre Hap. v Heriliya Mac. x

Hakoah v Haifa Mac. 1

Lod Hap. v Petah Tikva Hap- S

Tirol Hacarmel Hap. v Ramat Gan Hap.x

Scrapeand Win Do Not Discard
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Take the Hiah-Gad ticket. With a coin ior any

other hard object), scrape off the coated layer

containing the Mifal Hapayis symbol.
Underneath the layer, 3 sums will appear. If one

of the sums appears 3 times, this Indicates the

sum of the prize you've won. With this ticket you
may win on-the-spot prizes up to IL10.000.

V

Do not discard the Hiah-Gad tickets you've

bought. On the left side or each ticket there is an

isolated square. Scrape off its coated layer and a

letter will appear. After you’ve succeeded In

arranging the letters Into the name "Mifal

Hapayis,'' you will receive IL100. and become a

participant in a special prize drawing for two

prizes of 2) JLM0,000 2; ILl 00,000. Win prospects

of participants In this lottery are exceptionally

high.

MIFAL HAPAYIS HISH-GAD for Immediate win
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HEBREW UNION COLLEGE
JEWISH INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
13 Rehov Hameleeb David, Jerusalem

Programme Friday, January 5, 1979, 8.30 p.m.

The Reality of Aliya

AfterPeace
by Professor Gerald Bubis,

Director, School of Communal Service,

Hebrew Union College — Jewish Institute of Religion,

Los Angeles

THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND.

All about

the PLO
WRITERS AND READERS

Sraya Shapiro

pact on the Palestinians under
Israeli rule also ebbed.
“Some PLO circles had hoped that

precisely because of the
developments in Lebanon, distur-

bances In the West Bank would con-

tinue and ever. Intensify, so as to

demonstrate Palestinian support for

the PLO ... la reality, though, the

impact of the Lebanese crisis had
the opposite effect.” write Rekhesa
and Avidan.

THE CORPORATION lawyers who
so assiduously try to curb Israel into
compulsive "autonomy" and time-
tables should read the chapters on
the PLO and the Palestinians in the

recently published “Middle East
Contemporary Survey" (Holmes
and Meier. New York).
Written by Shiloah Institute ex-

perts. these contributions by Israel

Altman. Eli Rekkess and Dan
Avidan describe the Issues with
academic precision. The picture

they draw is quite different from the

legends politicians and Journalists

glibly repeat.
Far from representing the In-

habitants of Palestine, the PLO is a
loosely knit framework of power-
groups whose leaders try to impose
themselves both on the Palestinians

and on foreign allies."
Fatah, headed by Yasser Arafat,

seems to be the most genuinely in-

terested in a Palestinian Inde-
pendence. The a-Sa'ika is frankly a
Syrian creation, and does not even
purport to liberate Falastln for the
Palestinians but to make it a
province In the Greater Syria com-
plex.

Others are supported by Iraq.
Libya, indirectly by the Arab Gulf
states and. in some manner, Russia.

•THE PROBLEM since 2967 Is not
who will represent us, but rather
who will liberate us.” wrote Isa
Dudin in a Jerusalem daily in

January. 2977. Dudin, a supporter of
Sheikh Jabart of Hebron, considered
of course that ‘‘our fate, future, and
survival are dependent upon our
Iron-clad unity with Jordan.”
At that time. It was not an Idea

Syria would sponsor. Syria’s war-
horse was the PLO, but a PLO
shaped to her liking. Syria Insisted

that the Palestine National Council,
which forms a sort of a non-elected
higher assembly of the militant
groups, be re-organized to include a
majority of pro-Syrian members.
After a complicated bargaining
process, the new PNC included 289
members instead of the previous
187 — but Fatah retained a do-
minant position nevertheless.
Syria however was already in con-

trol. She had won not in the assembly
hall, but in the field. The world was
amazed when Syria turned against
the Fatah formations in Lebanon, in

1976.

But Syria did so not to gain the
Americans' commendation for
protecting the Lebanese Christians,

but to crush Arafat's men in
Fatahland, the enclave where Fatah
had created for itself a semi-
independent base.
Fatah was not crushed, notes Alt-

man. It even gained cohesion and
military experience. But it could no
more oppose Syrian tutelage.

Arafat, acting against his- grain,

had to undertake a voyage to.Am-
man. as Damascus wanted it. The
process of PLO-Jordanian rap-
prochement proved, however, an ex-
tremely difficult one.
Meanwhile, the PLO has been do-

ing its best to gain an exclusive in-

fluence in the West Bank. When PLO
fortunes were low in Lebanon, its im-

ANOTHER FACTOR explaining the

relative stability In the West Bank In

the latter part of 1977 was. according

to the authors, the rise of the Likud,

"The new government's hawkish im-

age apparently aroused apprehen-

sions in some West Bank mayors and
led them to decrease their involve,

ment in organising civil unrest."

But there was no slackening in the

public pronouncements by the

mayors — and they were reflecting

PLO pressures. Even staunch
Husseinltea, like lawyer Hussein el-

Shuyaki from Raraallah. declared

that the PLO was the sole represen-

tative of the Palestinians. He had the

courage, however, to add that
Yasser Arafat’s leadership was
"dictatorial, totalitarian and cor-

rupt."

After all. there was a series ot

political killings In the West Bank
that could be traced to various agen-
cies of PLO. King Hussein, on the

other hand, only applied pressure by
allowing or withholding money
allocations to West Bank In-

stitutions.
Compromise, of course, is not a

popular Arab word. Every time
some PLO spokesman ventures to

declare that his organization would
settle, at least temporarily, for

something less than a full-fledged

Palestinian State in the whole area
of British Mandate, he Is liable to

persecution and opprobrium.
At the end of 1976 and the begin-

ning of 1977. a group of extreme left

Israelis met in 12 sessions with a
team of Fatah members led by
propaganda expert Isam Sartawi.
The meetings ‘were arranged by
Jewish leftists In Paris, but some
press reports maintain they were In-

itiated by the Fatah in the hope of

improving their image as "intrae-

tables." Nothing tangible resulted of

course from these encounters, which
were given wide publicity in Israel.

The Palestinian participants,
however, were at pains for a long
time to whitewash themselves. They
argued, according to a "secret
Fatah circular" published in a

Kuwaiti paper, that they aimed only

"to deepen internal contradictions"
in Israel so as to destroy the Zionist

existence "from within."

ONE MUST ADMIT they succeeded
beyond expectations, as the hopes
fanned In the Israeli left by the
Sartawi-Mattityahu Peled contacts
helped the "Peace Now" cam-
paigners who were pressing the
Begin government into capitulation
long before Camp David.
An indescribable political melee is

inevitable if the Israel controls in the
West Bank are lifted precipitately.

Another Nashashlbl-Husselnl war cf
political murders Is also probable,
unless a strong hand from the out-

side keeps the Palestinians on the
leash.

Is there an agreement between
Cairo and Damascus to leave the
PLO-led Palestinians to the Syrians
while Israel would revert to the

Egyptian sphere of Influence? It

seems far-fetched, but not impossi-
ble. The plain truth is of course that
if the Palestinians want to be really
Independent, they haye only one
natural ally: Israel.

HEALTH TOURISM IN ISRAEL
Comprehensive new programs for Israeli

residents and visitors

SKIN DISEASES
Health Vacation Center and Health Vacation Tours, representing sick

funds and governmental organisations in Europe for climatic treat-

ment of psoriasis at the Dead Sea, have brought more than 5,000

patients from abroad to the International Psoriasis Treatment Center
(I.P.T.C.). at the Ein Bokek Beach.

We are now pleased to offer these services to Israelis!

The I.P.T.C. Clinic is operated under the supervision of the Der-
matological Department of the Hadassah-Hebrew University
Hospital, Jerusalem, under the medical management of Dr. W.
Avrach — dermatologist. f

The treatment package for psoriasis, psoriasis-arthritis, vitiligo and
j

atopic dermatitis consists of a 28-day treatment at the .Dead Sea.
]

which includes: (

* 2 medical check-ups per week
* Daily nurse attendance
* Ail ointments
* Entrances to beach and solarium

A special offer for children suffering from psoriasis; An all inclusive
package from 20 June—18 July 1979

DEAD SEA CLIMATIC REHABILITATION CENTER
for post-accident patients (work or vehicle accidents) . This treatment
program will be under full medical supervision at the Moriah Spa. All

inclusive package of one, two weeks, or more based on a stay at Dead
Sea hotels is possible. Also available: climatic treatment packages for

rheumatism-arthritis at

Tiberias Hot Springs
Ein Gedi Hot Springs
Moriah, Sdom Spas

\.-ri

All inclusive package of one. two weeks, or more, based on a riay at

selected hotels on the Dead Sea and in Tiberias is possible.

CLIMATIC TREATMENT OF ASTHMA IN ARAD:
The importance of Arad lies in Its unique, near pollen-free climate.

Recently concluded aerobiologic&l and climatological surveys,
carried out over a ten-year period with the support of the National

Council of Research and Development, show that the count of house
mites, molds and pollens is significantly lower in Arad than in the

coastal region. k*.|

The treatment package for asthma in Arad consists of a 28*45 day stay

under full medical supervision. Physiotherapeutic treatment is as

prescribed by physician specialist. Registration accepted from May 1,

1979. Special program for children suffering from asthma available

from June 20 to July 18, 1979.
t

For details and programs please contact:
Health Vacation Tours
44 Ibn Gabirol St. Tel Aviv
Tel. (03) 266385/260380/218833

HEALTH VACATION TOURS represent various Health Spa
Centers in Austria. Germany and Yugoslavia. Please contact

us for details.

r. -?

Special announcement to Israeli dermatologists, rheumatologists and
general practitioners:

Registration has commenced for the International Symposium on the

Treatment of 1’soria.slH-Arthritis which will take place in Israel from
November 18-25, 1979.

For program and details please contact:

The Medical and Scientific Congress Department
Health Vacation IVnlor
Tel. (0:t J 210X2.7 260.180
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Rights

of the

child
CHILDREN in Israel have very
clear rights. This is by virtue of the
general halachic injunction that the
good of the child should always be
the paramount consideration"and by.
virtue of comprehensive laws.
The three most Important laws

concerning the rights of children are
the Capacity and Guardianship Law,
the Youth (Care and Supervision)
Law and the Youth (Trial. Punish-
ment and Modes of Treatment) Law.
Incidentally, a child, or minor, is

anyone not yet is.

The Capacity and Guardianship
Law declares parents to he the
natural guardians of their children
but lays down categorically that
guardianship includes the duty to
take care of the needs of the child. In-

cluding his education, studies,
vocational and occupational train-
ing.

Parents are also required to look
after the property of their children
and manage it in the children's best
interests. They may not use this

property for maintaining the
household or meeting the needs of
the children, unless a court confirms
that the parents are financially in-

capable of performing these func-
tions.

The law also forbids parents to dis-

pose of their children’s property
without the approval of a court. In
fact the law disqualifies any legal
act not approved of by a court
between the minor and his parents,
or relatives of his parents, other than
the giving of a gift to the minor.

ONE INTERESTING provision of
the Capacity and Guardianship Law
concerns the change of religion of a
minor. The religion of a child up to
the age of 10 may be changed only by
consent of both parents, or by ap-
proval of the court, upon the applica-
tion of one parent. However, If the
child be over 10, then he, too, must
give his consent to a change of his
religion.

The main purpose of the Youth
(Care and Supervision) Law Is to

enable the welfare authorities to In-

tervene when a child is found to he in

need of protection, either because no
one is responsible for him; or
because his parents are Incapable of
taking care of him and neglect him;
or because his physical well-being Is

likely to be Impaired by his environ-
ment or by other causes.
In such circumstances the welfare

authorities take over the supervision
of the child and may obtain a court
order to place him in an institution or
in a foster home or to appoint a
friend for the minor to protect his In-

terests and act as an adviser to his
parents.
The decision as to what should he

done with the child is taken after

hearing not only what his parents
have to say, but also what the child

himself has to say, if he is capable of

understanding the situation and ex-

pressing an opinion- .

.

Where a welfare officer believes

that a child is in immediate danger
or requires urgent medical or other

treatment, he may take all

necessary measures to obviate that

dangerand to provide the treatment,

without the consent of the child's

parents, and with the assistance of

the police, if necessary. But the child

may not be kept away from his

parents for more than a week
without formal approval of a
magistrate’s court.

IF A MINOR is unfortunate enough
to fall foul of the law— regrettably a

not infrequent occurrence — the

Youth (Trial. Punishment and
Modes of Treatment) Law provides,

at least in theory, for measures aim-
ed at alleviating the suffering and
humiliation of criminal proceedings.

This law provides that minors may
be tried only In a Juvenile Court and
may not be brought to trial with

adults, save with the consent of the

Attorney General. This provision

applies also to minors accused of

offences against the security of the

state, in accordance with a recent

decision of the Supreme Court,

which held that minors may not he
tried by military courts.

The trial of minors must be con-

ducted in camera, although the court

may permit the presence of their

parents and other specified persons.

If there are special reasons for it. a

Em

LAW AND THE
LAYMAN

by Doris Lankin

minor may even be tried in absentia
to save him the agony of court
appearances.
At his trial, he is entitled to be

defended by defence counsel and, if

he does not have one, the court may
appoint someone to defend him If it

considers that his interests so re-

quire. If he has no defence counsel
and one is not appointed for him,
then the court will help him to ex-

.amine the witnesses.
Minors of 14 and over may not be

kept under arrest for more than 24

hours without a court warrant, while
those under 14 may not be kept for

more than 12 hours. A court may re-

mand a minor for a further ten days
if it sees fit to do so. and a good
reason for detaining the minor would
be the need to ensure his personal
safety and to keep him away from
undesirable company. When a minor
is arrested, his parents, or a proba-
tion officer, must be informed im-
mediately of his arrest.
A minor may not be brought to

trial for an offence committed more
than a year previously, save with the
consent of the Attorney General, and
no private complaint may be filed

against him, if he Is under 14.

A Juvenile Court will not find an
accused minor "guilty." It may
either acquit him or find that "he has
committed the offence” with which
he was charged. In the latter event,
the court will first ask for a report
from a probation officer, and, on the
basis of that report, will either con-
vict and sentence the minor, or order
special treatment for him or decide
to discharge him altogether.

A CONVICTED minor of more than
14 years of age will in extreme cir-

cumstances, be sent to prison, but he
may not be imprisoned with adults.

In other circumstances, and if he is

under 14, he will be sent to a closed
home. Instead of convicting the
minor, the court may order him
placed under probation, or com-
mitted to the care and supervision of

a fit person other than hia parent, or
it may obtain an undertaking from
the minor or his parents to be on
good behaviour, or require the minor
to report to a day home for a
prescribed period.

In addition, the court may require
the minor or his parents to pay a fine

or the costs of the proceedings, or
may require the minor, or his
parents, to pay compensation to a
person who has sustained damage as
a result of the offence. The Import
tant thing Is that there are alter-

natives to incarceration, which is of

particular importance in view of re-

cent revelations about the frightful

prison conditions in Israel.

Any minor who has been in a home
is placed, after his release, under the
supervision of an "after-care officer”

for the same period as he was con-
fined to the home. The duties of the
"after-care officer’’ include main-
taining contact with his charge and
keeping an eye on his studies, his

work and the way he spends his free

time.
In general, the name of a minor

who appears in court for any reason
may not be published without the

consent of the court, and neither

may the nude picture ofa minor over
the age of 9 be published. Contraven-
tion of either of these two
prohibitions is punishable by one
year's imprisonment.

THE LAW of Evidence (Protection

of Children) Law introduces a strik-

ing departure from the usual prin-

ciples of criminal law: it allows of an
under-14 child witness to an offence

against morality to be examined out

of court by a special youth in-

terrogator Instead of being subjected
to the trauma of examination and
cross-examination by opposing
counsel.

Finally, because there is general

acceptance of the principle that in-

stitutions should be the very last

resort for a child, there is a provision

in the Adoption Law enabling the

welfare authorities, with the ap-

proval of the court, to hand a child

over to a family for adoption against
his parents' wishes, if the parents
have abandoned the child or con-

stantly have failed to fulfil their

duties toward him, or if the parents’
refusal to consent to the adoption is

determined by immoral motives or
an unlawful jmrpose.
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Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon, two days prior to publication. For Sunday’s

paper: 12 noon Thursday.

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on

back page i and at all recognised advertising' agencies.

Weekday rates: Minimum charge of IL88 tor eight words: ILll foreach additional word.

Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of XL120 for eight words; ILlB for each
additional word. These rates do not include VAT.
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WHERE TO STAY PERSONAL

JERUSALEM

"JERUSALEM No.l" Realty has flats for

sale, all sections. Tel. 02-222090.

TEL AVIV

NORTH TEL AVIV, one bedroom, dinette,

salon, terrace, completely furnished +
telephone, immediate. Tel. 03-242438.

PURCHASE/SALE
FOR SALE baking and cooking range,
foreign made "Caloric” IL8.000. Cash only.
Tel. 03-229207.

PHILIP BUTS: furniture, antiques,
refrigerators. Inheritances. Tel. 03-834039,
evenings 03-883489.

INSURANCE SITUATIONS VACANT

BEFORE renewing household —
automobile insurance, phone Goshen. Tel. 08-

717611; Jerusalem 02-718288.

HOME
DECORATING

2irr

sAVsYJ*

"TTJj

the gifted shop
an abundant variety

of exclusive fine gifts

front all over the

world t<> satisfy every

taste: our own-

crafted exquisite gold

jewelry

Beit Halaehmi
33 Pinkas Slrect

Tel Avh

TELEVISION
EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 Math 7. 8.30

English 6. 9.20 Special Education —
Our hour.10-10 English 9. 10.80

Science 6. 10.S0 Programme for

kindergarteners. 11.20 Language and
Communications 3-8. 12.00 Music.
12.23 Literature 10-12. 13.00 Advice
and Guidance 7. 13.20 French. 16.30

English 7. 16.00 This Is It— live youth
magazine. 17.00 Music In the theatre.

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME:
17.30 Children around the world
18.00 What’s Up — people and events

in the news
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News
18.32 Flipper: the escapades of

Flipper the dolphin
29.00 I Have a Question — a panel

answers questions from the audience
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Match of the

Week
20A0 Programme Trailer
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21 .30Documentary— The conquering
of Mt. Serotora In Patagonia. South

America
22.10 Rumpole of the Bailey: Rum-
pole and the Married Lady. Starring

Leo McKern as barrister Horace
Rumpole
23.00 Behind the headlines

23.45 Almost Midnight — news
JORDAN TV funofficial!

:

17.43- Cartoons. 18.09 I Dream of

Jeannie. 18.30 French Hour. (Little

House on the Prairie on JTV 3) . 19.00

News in French. 19.30 News In

Hebrew. 20.00 News In Arabic. 20.30

Cuckoo Watch. 21.10 The
Professionals. 22.00 News in English.
22.19- Movie of the Week
- (JTV 9, Shows with asterisks con-
tinue on JTV 3)

CINEMAS
Jerusalem 4, 7, 9

Araon: Attention, the Kids are
Watching; Eden: The 'Unglorlous
Bastard: Edison: American Fever;
Hablrab: Rolling Thunder; Ktlr: The
One end Only; Mitchell: Coma, 7. 9.

Wed. also at 4; OrgU: La Dentelllere;
Orion: Spider Man; Ornz: Belfer;
Ron: Death on the Nile; Semadar:
Julia. 7. 9.19; Small Auditorium
Blnyenel Ha’ooma: Confession. 7,

9.19; Cinema 1: 1 will. I will for Now,
7. 9.15.

Tel Aviv -L30, 7.15, 9M
AUenby: Where Eagles Dare. 6.30,

9.15; Ren Yehuda: Short Eyes; Chen:
Grease. 4.30. 7, 9.30: Cinema One:
Piranha: Cinema Two: An Un-
married Woman: Dekel: 1900 (Part
One). 7.10. 9.30; Drlve-ln: Coming

I Home. 9.45: Slnbad and the Eye of the
Tiger. 3-30. 7.30: Esther: Driver;

Gat: Freaky Friday; Gordon:
Belfer; Hod: Blind Rage. 7.15, 9.30;

Umor: American Fever; Maxim:
The Pocket Lover; MograM: The
Betsy. 4.30. 7. 9.30; Ophlr: Eyes of

Laura Mars: Orly: Revenge of the
Pink Panther: Parte: Iphlgenle 10,

12. 2. 4. 7.15. 9.80; Peer: Straight

Time: Kamal Aviv; From Russia
With Love: Royal: Expert In Love
Games. 10. 12. 2. 4. 7.30. 9.30;

Shahaff: Death on the Nile, 6.30. 9.15;

StndloVThe Goodbye Girl; Tchelet:
Anna and the Wolves; Tel Aviv: The
Unglorlous Bastard; Tel Aviv
-Museum: The Lace Maker; Zafon:
Dersu Uzala. 4, 6.45, 9.30.

Haifa 4. 6.45. 9

Amphitheatre: Thank God It’s

Friday; Armon: Grease 4. 8.30, 9.15;

Abunon: Kalpar; Chen: Don’s Party;
Galor: Smokey and the Bandit. 10. 2.

7; Once a Thief, 12, 4. 9; Miron:
Dangerous Hikers: Moriah: The
Goodbye Girl. 6.45. 9: Orah: An Un-
married Woman. 4. 6.30. 9; Orion:
S.T.AJ3. : Ordan: The Dirty Dozen, 4,

6.30. 9: Orly: Take the Money and
Run. 6.45. 9: Peer: Pretty Baby;
Ron: Driver; Shavit: Coming Home.
6.30. 9.15.

Karra it Gao 7.15. 9A0
Armon: Grease. 4, 7. 9.30; Hador:
Belfer: Oasis: House Calls; Matinee
at 4. 20.000 Leagues Under the Sea;

Lily: The Pocket Lover; Ordea:
MIshpahat Tzanoni. 4. 7.15, 9.30;

Rama: American Fever; Raraal
Gan: An Unmarried Woman.

Herzliya
David: Grease, 4. 7, 9.15; Tlferet:

Rolling Thunder. 7.15. 9.15

Holon
Migdai: Coming Home. 7.15, 9.30.

Pi*lab TIkva
Shalom: Rocky, 7.15, 9.30

Netaa.va
Esther: Warlords of Atlantis, 4.30, 7.

9.30.

ON THE AIR

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 Morning Concert — Brahms:
Academic Feat Overture (Maazel);
Beethoven: Triple Concerto, Op. 56

(Beaux Arts Trlo-London
Phllharmonlc-Heltlnk) ; Granados:
Intermezzo:; De Falla: Spanish
Dance No. l: Mendelssohn: Cello

Sonata No. 2; Bartok; Hungarian
Sketches (Zubin Mehta — IPO):
Smetana: Richard the Third,
Symphonic Poem (Kubelik)
10.05 Radio story
10.15 Elementary school broadcasts
10.35 Lesson In spoken Arabic
11.35 Music from Denmark
12.05 (Stereo): York Wood Wind
Quintet from Toronto, Canada —
rberrf! Movement from Trols Pieces
Breves: Bach: Counterpoint from
The Art of the Fugue: Avnl:
Quintet:; Barber: Summer Music;
Beethoven: Finale from the Quintet
Op. 4

13.00 Noon Concert — Schubert: 0

German Dances; Reger: 6 Vaises Op.
22: Dvorak: Czech Suite Op. 39;

Ravel: La Vatee
14.10 Children’s programmes
15.55 Notes on a new book
16.05 i Stereo ): Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra — Mozart: Symphony No.
39. K.543 (Ettllngeri: Ravel: Concer-
to for Plano In G l David Bar-Ban)

;

Elite: Variations and Fanfare (David
Shallon)
17.15 Artists of Yesteryear
20.15 Music Magazine
21.00 Everyman’s University
21.30 Talmud lesson
22.05 i Stereo i : The German National
Youth Orchestra at the Berlin
Festival. 1978 — Gary BcrtlnJ con-

ducts Mahler’s Seventh Symphony
23.23 iStereo i : The Art of Song In

Israel (part twoi
00.10 (Stereo): Musical Miniatures

Second Programme
’

7.00 This Morning — news commen-
tary
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat with
Rlvka Michsell

13.05 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Stage and Screen — songs from
musicals
15.05 Sephardi songs — recordings of
a live performance
16.10 Any Questions
17.10 Lucky Winner — telephone
games
18.05 Free Time — Magazine on hob-
bies and recreation
18.43 Sports magazine
19.00 Today —People and events In

the news
19.47 Bible Reading— Kings II: 23. 24
21.05 Folk songs
22.05 My Father’s Home (repeat)
23.05 Just Between Us — Gideon Lev-
Ary talks about current problems
with listeners.

6.30 University on the Air — The
Evolution of Anti-Semitism in Ger-
many
7.07 Alex Anski presents selections of

music and Items from the morning
newspapers
8.06 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — three hours of
music, skits, jokes and news flashes
with Eli Yteraell
12.45 10 Minutes — political commen-
tary
13.05 Today’s Favourite — songs with
a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music and
cinema, and theatre reviews, inter-
views and anecdotes
17.05 IDF evening newsreel
18.06 Economics magazine
18.45 Hebrew Hit Parade
21.00 Mabat newareel
21.35 University on the Air — Anti-
Semttlsm In Germany (repeat!
22.05 Bestseller
23.05 An hour with Noam Sheriff
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Yoram Kanluk

Founder: EDIS DE PHILIPPE
1 Alienby Road. Tel. 03-57227

'Nazareth lilt 4/1 Nabucco by Verdi
T-A. 6/1, 10/1. 13/1 Sylva

SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short

term from 319 per day. Special MARILYN AND PEARLA are atm cooking

arrangements for long term. Herzliya tor mea 1x1 ***«“ H vnM S**41* L°ve 80,5

Heights. Tel. 03-930251. 4 Rehov El Al,
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DWELLINGS

UNIVERSAL HOME PAINTERS- American
standards. Free estimates. Tel. 02-811538.

YOUNG WOMAN required to work in riding
club. Kfar Shmaryahu. Sleep in possible. Tel.
03-625731. 03-937578-

METAPELET WANTED for 3 children,
kindergarten and school age; from 12 noon.
Slecp-ln possible: own room. Tel. 03-268497.

WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER to take toll

charge of Tel Aviv household. Including good
cooking, dally 8.30 a.m.-3.30 p.m. Friday* till

2 p.m.. only. Tel. 03-414092 or 03-421628 from
3.30 p.m.

UNCOVER THE PAST!!!
VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED

FOR AN
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION

at Beit Shean
Dates: January 7-19, 1979.

Accommodation will be provided.
Contact: Marta Rettig- at the Department of Antiquities.

Tel. 02-285151.

Please note : Additional excavations pending.

5 hours a day 5 days a week
A public institution in Jerusalem

An Assistant to the Bookkeeper
Preference given to candidates with fluency in English and facility in

Hebrew.

Apply, including curriculum vitae, details of bookkeeping experience and
salary requirements, to

“Bookkeeper," F.O.B. 3080, Jerusalem.

ESESEEiZIiSEu
FLIGHTS

This schedule is subject to change without

prior notice. Readers are advised to call

Bcn-Ourion Airport Flight Information.^

(031 9lUfib*4 for 03-6994*1 for El Al
flights only) for changes in times of
Arrivals and Departures.

THURSDAY

ABRtVALB

.0615 Air France 198 Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Delhi. Teheran
1240 El Al 004 New York
1315 Sabena 201 Brussels

1350 AUA 711 Vienna
1430 TWA 880 Kansas City. Chicago. New
York, Athena
1440 El Al 146 Mexico, Montreal, Zurich

1445 El Al 564 Teheran
1456 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt
1513 KoralF 3136 Helsinki, Athena. Eilat

1525 TWA 800 New York, Parte

1725 BritanniaSFL E. Mid.. Birmingham.

Cardiff, New Castle, Glasgow, Athena

1800 Alitalia 746 Rome
-1805 Swissair 832 Zurich
1815 Cypralr 302 L&rnaca
IMS El Al 358 Frankfurt

1940 El Al 386 Rome
2050 British Air 878 London
2120 sa Al 878 Copenhagen
2135 El Al 012 Johannesburg, Nairobi

2150 El Al 042 Athens
2153 El A1330 Paris, Zurich
2200 El Al 318 London
•mn Air Francs 132 Paris, Lyon

DEPARTURES

0660 El Al 068 Teheran
0700 Swissair 338 Zurich
0710 TWA 811 Roma. Paris, Boston,

Chicago. Kansas City. Los Angeles, San
Francisco
0740 Air France 198 Paris

0850 British AL .... —
0900 El Al 010 London, New York \

0910 TWA 881 Athena, -New York .•

0990 Air France 3M Nice. Parte" / .

0940 El Al 877 Copenhagen
1000 El Al 357 Frankfurt

1100 El Al 315 London
'

1200 El Al 385 Rome '

1480 Sabena 202 Brussels

1440 AUA 712 Vienna
1550 Lufthansa 607 Munich, Frauaknat

:

1615 Karalr"S13J Affiena,Belsin0
’

1630 THY 825 Istanbul -

1710 El Al 541 Athena
.

1745 Monarch 4043 Luton -u-g'

1825 Britannia Athens, Glasgow, New.

Castle. Cardiff, Birmingham, E. Mid.

1900 Cypralr 808 Lemaca
1920 Alitalia 747 Rome

This flight information is supplied birOwfe

Ben-Gurion International Airport Coorf.

dination Centre. "V

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Jerusalem. 213 Yafo, 526215;

Belt Haolna. Beit Hanlna RtL. 654880.

Tel Aviv: Merkaz Hatzofon. 200 Ben
Yehuda. 242523. Shalom. 7 Ahad Haam,
56578. Holon: Brlut, 46 Krauze, 842911.

Bat Ham: Halevi, 9 Balfour, 883042.

Ramat Gan: Haaharon, 28 Jerusalem,
742048. Bnel Brak: Bnel Brak, 110 Rabbi
AJdva. 787353. Henllya: Brlut, 69
Sokolov, 987858. Netanya: H&naasl, 36

Welzmann. 23636. Hadera: Negbi, 74

Herbert Samuel. 22150.

Haifa: Balfour, l Massada, 662289.

Beeraheba: Hanegev, 108 KKL, 77016.

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jerusalem: Hadaasah (pediatrics,

optbaimology). BUcur Hollm (internal,

E.N.T.), Shaare Zedek (obstetrics, sur-

gery, orthopedics).

Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics), Icbllov

(internal, surgery).
Netanya: Laniado (obstetrics. Internal).

Haifa: Rambam (all departments).
“Bran” — Mental Health First Aid. Tel.

Jerusalem 69911, Tel Aviv 253311, Haifa
538888, Beeraheba 32111 .

Mlsgav Ladach: Open line 4-8 p.m. every

Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-

ning problems Tel. 23333d.

FIRST AID

Magen David Adorn first aid centres axBir-

open from 6 p.m. to 7 ami. Emergent-
home calls by doctors at fixed rates; Bhafe
Fund members should enquire about'
rebate. -£&[

Phone numbers: Jerusalem, Tel
Haifa — uoi. Dan Region (Ramat Gang
Bnel Brak, Glvataylm, Ktryat Qno)
781111. --Ti

POLICE

Dial 100 In moat parte of the country. In.

Tiberias dial 924444, Klryat Shmona 40444..

SUNSET-SUNRISE

Sunset 16.49: Sunrise tomorrow 06.42

Ashdod 23222

Ashkelon 23833

Bat Yam 885565

Beeraheba 78888
*

Eilat 2383
Hadera 22388
Holon 803133
Nahorlya 928883

Naxareth 54338 X
Netanya 28388
Petah TIkva tuan^
Rehovot 054-51833 *

.

Rtehon LeZion 943333'-

Safed 80838 *
Tlberiaa 20U1

rtfr

ITS ON
Notices in this feature are charged at IL86 per line plus VAT; Insertion every day costs IL600 per line plus VAT. per month. -Copy

accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents. '•t’

NEW!!!
First time in Israel! !

!

Mindbending evening's entertain-
ment — Come and skate on syn-
thetic ice, with real ice skates!!!

Open every day,
4—II p.m.
Saturdays

9 a.m. — II p.m.

Entrance (for cars also) through
the administration gate.

Buses 21, 28, 48, 525, 526.

[EXHIBITION GR0UND5 Tel-Aviv)

Pavilion 29

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions; From Ike
archaeological collections of the museum.
Objects of various periods and materials
not ordinarily op display. Aphrodite, A
Greek Goddess. Hellenistic and Roman
sculpture of the Goddess of Love with an
anthology of Greek love poetry. Architec-
ture in the Hanukka lamp. From concept
to product: Bong and Olufaen'a Design for
Sound. Development and production of

outstandingly designed electronic sound
equipment. Neolithic figurines from
Sha'ar Hagolan. Laary-Baachet Sound
Structures. Woilu which are both sculp-
tures and musical Instruments. Picasso’s
women. Childhood drawings and paintings
by Israeli artists (side by side with their

mature works).
Exhibit of the Month. Orn&menled sugar
cam*. Engagement token of Afghanistan
Jews. Woven and Printed Textiles. Design
dept- Collection.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great. Prehistoric hooters' sites In
northern Sinai.
Visiting hours: Israel Museum: Sun.,
Mon.. Wed., Thurs. 10 a.m.-s p.m.; Tue. 4-

10 p.m.: Frl. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; Sat. 10a.rn.-2
p.m. Shrine of the Book, BUly Bose Art
Garden: Sun.. Mon.. Wed., Thur. 10 a.m.-S
p.m. Tuc. )0 a.m.-lO p.m.; Fri. and Sat. 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum: Sun. —
Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Frl., Sat. 10 &.m.-2
p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays must be
purchased in advance at the Museum,
Cahnna or major Jerusalem hotels; In Tel
Aviv nt Rococo. Hadron and Kostel. Free
guided (ours In English, Sun., Wed.. 11.00
a.m.. Tues. 4.30 p.m. from upper entrance
ha!!.

CONDUCTED TOURS
IlndiiHMuh Tours
1 . Mcdlcnl Centre. In Klryat Kadossoh.
Tours in English at 9. 10, li a.m. and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00
p.m.. Sundny-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.
2. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30
a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 618111.
3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. 95 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only; Tel. 416388
Hebrew University, tours in English at 9

nd ii a.m. from Administration Building,

Givat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours

11.30 a.m. from the Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28, School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: Tel. 88430.

Emunab — National Religions Women's
Organization, Tourist Centre, 26 Rehov *

Ben Maimon. TeL 02-62468. 30620. 811588.

American Mlzrachl Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street;
Jerusalem. Tel. 232758.

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, SchneHer Wood.
Romcma. Tel. 814822. 7.30 a.m. — 7 p.m.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Belt Hatefntaoth. The Jewish Diaspora,
past and present, presented by the most
modern technology and graphic techni-

ques: films, slide shows, audio-visual dis-

plays. computer terminals, etc. In the ex-
hibition gallery: The last Jews of Radauti
— photographs by Laurence Solsman.
Visiting hours: Sunday, Monday, Thurs-
day 10 a-m. — 5 p.m.; Tuesday, Wednes-
day 3 p.m. — io p.m. Friday, Saturday:
closed. Children under 8 years old are not
admitted. Beth Hatefutsoth Is located at
Klausner St.. Ramat Aviv (entrance
through Gate 2 of Tel Aviv University
campus).

Tel Aviv Mnsenm, 27 Sderot Shaul
Hamclcch. Exhibitions: Herd in Profile—
Hcrzl's tmage in the fine arte. Construc-
tivism In the Art of the 20th Century. Rudl
Lehmann 1908-1977. ffahimah 1918-1978.

Drawings.
Visiting Hoars: Sim.. Mon., Tue.. Thur. 10
a.m.—10 p.m. Frl. 10 a.m.^2 p.m.. Sat.

7—11 p.m. New Museum Building open
Sat.. 10 fum.~l p.m., entrance free.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunoh — National Religious Women’s
Organization: "Kastel." 166 Rehov Ibn
Gablrol. TeL 440316. 788942, 708440.

Canadian Hadaasafa-Wizo Office, 116
Rehov Hayarkon. TeL 227060, 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
OUT Israel: For visits please contact:
ORT Tel Aviv, TeL 233231. 762291-2; ORT
Jerusalem. Tel. 633141; ORT Netanya.
Tel. 33744.'

American Mlzrachl Women. Guest Tours
— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 243106.

l'loneor Women — Na'anutt: Free tows.
See our aoclo-educatlonal services. Call
for reservations. Tel Aviv, 08-256096.

MISCELLANEOUS
lliidnssab Tourism Office. Room 304,
Sheraton Hotel, Tel. 03-288784.

Tour Va’aleh World Zionist OrgnidxaUa£

Aliya and Absorption Dept. “Meet th£

.

Israelis’’ — programme presented ever£.

Thursday at 9.00 pun. al the Tal Hotel to;

cooperation with the Central Informatiqjf^

Office: panel at experts, and Israeli fUte^j

(English dialogue). Everyone welcome^
admission free. *•>

Haifa-'-;
•

museums g
Visit the' ‘Haifa museums; Ancient nr"
Modern Art, 26 Rehov Shabtal Levi, Ti

523255-8. National Maritime, Tel. 33862*9;

Illegal Immigration, TeL 338248. Mnslcg
Tel. 644485. Japanese Art, Tel. 88054. Majasi

Kate, Tel. 83482. Dagou Grain CoUectidfe^

Tel. 664221. Artists' House, TeL 522808. :

•

- nMISCELLANEOUS .

'

Hadassah Tourism Office, Youth Aliya Oi*'

flee. 7 Palyam St. Tel. 864878. jfci

What’s On In Haifa, dial 840840. • ^
Rehovot '

j

The Welzmann Institute open to pubUr
from 8.00 a-xn. to 3.30 pjn. Visitors invited?

to see film on Institute's research ac-
tivities. shown regularly at 11.00 a.m. and?'

3.00 p.m. Friday 11.00 ajn. only. .

Tours of the Welzmann House every b®*p
hour from 9.00 &.xn. to 3.30 p.m. and urffr*

noon on Friday. Nominal fee for admission
to Welzmann House. . eg
For Tours of the House please book:
054-83230, 054-88328. . . i.

-'.®

Sea View Plot

.

for sale in Rishpon.
Magnificent.

. $25,000/dunam .

•

Oren Realty,
Tel. 03-938096.

EVERY THING INITS
< PLACE. : , ?
REPORTSUSPICIOUS^

OBJECTS!*

TW0-IN-0NE ER0SSW0R
CRYPTIC PUZZVE

ACROSS
1 Summon everybody In toe
vessel (4. 2»

7 Too young for overtime l

(5. 3t
8 Catherine proves dad rlgtet
again (4)

19 A craft to re-gild, maybe ?
(6 )

it The result as possibly heard
<61

14 Went ahead in Lhe doable
decker <3>

26 A weapon handled JenghbUy
<S)

17 Right-back Neil (4)

19 Hold up a new deal at the
start of the year i5)

21 Officer on the pbone 1o tne
establishment (S'

S3 Gan letters be colours 7 c 51
23 They will be themselves ! «4)

26 Bird getting a fetter from
Al <5i

28 Go back again (3)
29 Trying hard to get the team

dlszntEsed <3-3*

39 >Not a useless thing to do to
a bomb <6>

31 Grows ohl for too long (4)
32 Can it swim far the skv? (8)
33 Pcuslbly silent backwaters (6)

DOWN
1 Weapon giving some wild
duck a broken leg ! IS)

2 Very heavy brew of ale by
Ned. perhaps (6)

3 A good vibration 141

4 The reading of a country
gin i7i

5 Stick to glass (5)

6 Hot complaint (5)

8 Stake a lot (4)
9 Flushed out of the river
Eden >3)

13 Look for nn agent <3>

(3 Ordinary people of Italy i5)

[5 She uses onlv

Use the same diagram for either the Cryptic or the Easy pnsste.

EASY
ACROSS

1 Prepare for
slaughter fg>

.7 Loan charges (82

8 Go by boat (4) .

16 Arbitrator (6)

11 Find the where-
abouts of <8)

14 Undivided (3) .

16 Trifled <51
17 Takes In food

(4)
19 Valleys (5)
21 covers wttb slabs

(5)
22 Like a- mad doff

15) -
23 Ascend (4)
26 Sacrificial table

(5)
28 Cereal (3)
29 KlOer (6)
30 Cut into niece*

'

(6 )

31 Network (4)
32 Natural ability'

I8>
-

33 Nut securer <n

PUZZVE
; DOWN

j i DaysafeeMl
2 Teaches MV

Ordinary people of italv i5)

She uses onlv part of tlw
the alphabet typing IS)

IS Perfect, upright transaction
i5)

19 College fellow (yet a bit or
an ass?i <3i

28 He cakes boys for tuition <3>
21 Tunes Urn composing in very

UtUe Ume (7) •

22 Almost took over! (3)
23 Happened to be deadly >6)
24 Stir soup to music X4>
25 Pays out for ammo (&i
26 Soothe* with many gifts of

money <5)
27 Location of soft-fabric <5>
a Top girl (3)
38 Many a boxer te an artist

(4>

Yesterday*" CrrvUr Solution
ACROSS.— t. Dress. «.

C-ovsr. 9. Cold ham. 10,

A-uart. 11 . Fateh. 12. Starr.
13. Bla-mut-h. is. Soa. 17,Wrao. 18. Screen. 19. Piece.

S-.!SS“ 2:

DOWN. -- 2, Reo-alr. 1
Sertnip. 4. Sat. 5. Ed-ith.
C. Can-rloe. 7, Omar. 1 9,

11 Stoln. 13. Bwana.
14. Sails. 18. Sot In. 10.And... is. Soots. 10.
P.O.-te-kUe. *1, E-stats. . .22,
Vl-saao. M. Lot-tar. U. Sulky.
B. (The Saint) Hals, IS. End. j

(3i
38 Duck 14)

Yesterday's Ea|/
. Solution

ACROSS. 1.
Hunch. 9. Rivulet. 10
11.

.
Aaron. 12.

SoUiern: 15. Jut. - W ‘

XB. Bemuse,
cabin*, as. Germ. ^ a*-

CbaJ^^RisSr

'

30, unfit. : 31, Agred-

DOWN—a. Rector.*-#*
4. Lid: 5. Lupin.- t’W
7, -Utah.* 0*- CborP*. ~ 1S3
IS. Stack. 14. TUMw.Jgl
18. Tense. • It. Baker.
-Demerits !ll, A»cbfJ£-
Glvjiig. 25 . Remote.
ZS. Mmi. 28. -Bode

jftdyji

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW
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ESS AND PJNANCE

fflk ‘boomlet’ is

en petering out
JerusaJAnvTost Reporter

AVt^T-* TJw ‘boomlct" on

stock.vswrtat hoevidently
iefed oiiti for yesterday the

trket wu UTOgVlir, JtUhougb

re were Slight rises to financial

ires. As » rult— hut there Jure so

es on the stock market — stocks
end of

I toe reason uir hub, «. mi.belleyed,

5^ 57?{JS. that oertaJn lavestorsmove In to

ij SiiS V their own stocks, either dleeetly

aJ'u*m 'S^ indirectly, so that their "end-of-

htdance s&eti will make
137 ^°C>.nlccr impression* -This artificial

reins up of prices ends when the

w year starts.- and prices turn

* 2oz -csular. and often fan. So far. this

hltuai pattern seems to he coming

.^807^. jo this year too.

2?J
8 *C<rt

0nly one stock was "buyers only

C, ^bj-^aterdav. ft was Amissar. which

Ch se from 399 to «5. with no tur-

nip Co,* »ver. It wUl.be recalled that

Tiissar recently bought the 133-

>nam “Margoshes Orchard" In

amat Gan from Arthur Brauner of

rrlln for DLlSOna.

Worra- Amissar. which Is run by Jordan
Exploration, also' announced that

<irre Jam to develop this huge tract

ithlri city limits had already been
jprored by the DistrictTown Plan-

ing Commission. Jordan Explora-

iMt A<Uir*

5 P-a.'^^irtUsrwLtokbd
D
-V Jo^on

^ bjiiecirk: Cerp. "B”
wikis 23 - -

Mt-af-Uvtaf

lh sdex Linked
Jernm, taorp. 1W HI

Vr 110 1987 fn '

-M i«)
**UL '89 141*

lit. ‘89 6 JKl- (8ff)

lit. *89 6.5tt 191*

w kpttofials

KtlegOev. 353*
J5«»j Jer. 313

Pnil'tpev. 4*Jr 3001

Beta*JemrorltblM
Mternhl

SniMten Bank Leoml
Tibert?0<;i Delek

'O';* Disc. Inv.

ntematlonal

303 +4 IL2.410.000

300 +5 XU,611.000
383 n.C. IL2^9fl.OOO

3.l;78 - t.L.79

tion Itself rose slightly yesterday,
from 452 to 488. with a turnover of
918.000.

Of the five stocks which ran up the
"wildest fluctuations" yesterday,
three went down, and two went up.
The biggest fall waa charted up by

.
Nehushtan registered, which fell by
8.7 per cent, to stand at 973. after
only 9.900 shares were traded.
Tefahot slipped by 4.8 per cent, to
388.3. with a turnover of 16,000.

Amissar (as noted) rose by 3 per
cent, while Whitson XLi rose by 4.0
per cent, to stand at 440, with a small
turnover of only 2,300 shares.

Index-linked bonds continued to be
favourites, probably because of talk
that the Inflationary spiral will not
be tamed in X979.

Nearly all the index-linked bonds
rose. The 100-per cent linked rose
from one to three per cent, and many
of them now have a negative yield of
between 3.20 per cent and 7.70 per
cent.

.The 80-per cent linked rose about
half a per cent, and they have a
positive yield of about 2.90 per cent.
Convertibles were mixed.
The turnover In stocks was

fL53.6m., compared to ILiS-fim. on
the previous day, and the turnover In
convertibles was LLll.8m. compared
to XL9.3m. the day before.

Share Index, down 0.15%, to 151.58
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*'eou ’ro-Lifcud workers want salary raises

r-S: Tel ** EL AVIV. — Salaries should be
*' Hsita. Moused by 3 per cent a month, with

ijustznents every three months to
•’ -*ep Qiem in line with the rising coat
;.,Z4 Uujin» Uvlng.
" ’

; ?,p^-ThlB was one of the decisions

;V^ji.-irc^'
achet* workers belonging to

-.sisft-totadrut Ra'ovdlm HaJeumit (the

v.'rUnu* ke’ltud-orieoted competitor to the

Labour-dominated HIstadrut) at a
meeting In Tiberias yesterday.
Arye Glasman, head of the

Organization Department, also
proposed that an independent coun-
cil be set up to fix salaries for all sec-

tors of the economy, including
cabinet ministers and Knesset
members.

y i r

^
Nji^ tet\amburg transport

”WExhibition
— H:-

,
-f ir t

<3L AVIV. — Israeli manufac-
rers, consultants, and institutions

punnected with transportation have
Sea cn Invited to participate in the

... ndctemationaf Transportation Ex-
- r f -11 - sition

, *IVA ,,
79, which will take

M“p
7
^ace In Hamburg In June.

i^j.vOC1 a press conferenceJiere recent

-

Hans-Joachim Hoerens, the

OreQ
director of the Hamburg

_ ,,3.93# ngress and Exhibition Grounds.
i fl- L

id that nearly 30- countries have
ady announced their p&rticipa-
ln what Is believed to be the

Lgeat exhibition in the transporta-
fleld. The exposition is held once

sry 10 years.

-naTS^ Due to difficulties in
eejismlBsion, the Wall Street

-^tock quotations were not
’eceived last night.

U>v

i'di orniii1 pn
VIERIG^J ISRAEL BANK LTD.

FOREIGN CURRENCY
. 3.1.79

,

Yesterday's foreign exchange
-

| K; raw against the Israel pound.
iSsr UA dollar transaeUeas under 33000.

I

: J and irasaactlous Is other currencies

plfi

jfi under the equivalent of *669.

.(p's*
M

6^1-sFr.
jJSwhng
J
fjp--cnch Fr.

;ip»istrlan Sch.

I
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ui finish Kr.
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-ji^llanLlre fiODO)
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Current to pumping
stations disrupted
HAIFA. — The credit dispute
between the Electric Corporation

and Mekorot worsened yesterday,

after the electric company cut off

current to pumping stations all over

the country.
Mekorot spokesman Mordechal

Ya'acobovitz told The Jerusalem
Post that the action was not honour-

ing the agreement reached by a Joint

subcommittee of the Knesset
Finance and Economic Committees,

which acted as arbitrators In the dis-

pute.
Ya'acobovitz warned that if the

company continued cutting off

current to pumping stations, there

could be disruptions to the country’s

water supply.

Local labour council

to represent Arabs
CARMIEL. — For the first time a
local labour council will handle the

affairs of Arab workers.
On Monday five Arab villages in

Western Galilee became port of the

Carmiei Labour Council, according

to a decision of the Histadrut. The
council will deal directly with the

problems of 4,000 local Arab
workers. Until now the Arab Attain

Department of the ’Histadrut has

dealt with their problems.
Afif Khalila, an Arab resident of

Majd eJ-Kurum, was named
secretary to deal with the villages of

Majd el-Kurum, Buelna, Nahf, Delr

el-Asad and the Beduin encampment
of Arab e-Sawa'ld.
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MOTORING

THE NEW ROM ISOl pul on the market recently hv the Horn Ciirme!

company co tries with a redesigned grille, m-laitgular headli»hN
and an engini* and ni-nr box made by Chrysler uf England. Other in-

novation* are an improved steering system, modern, two-speed
windshield wipers ami washers and a Urge sidevii-w mirmr. Tin-

spare wheel is now stored in the engine compartment and Ih»-

luggage bool has been enlarged by 15 per cent.

The factory at Tirat Hsicarmel. which employs about 4«:u,

pruduees l.
r
»0 itom LiO! models a mouth. Sales in 1H78 came to a bo til

LL'iOOm. and are expected to reaeh IL'JSOm. this year.

What computers will do to

your car radio in a few years
By ST*;,\KT ZIPPER

Jerusalem 1’uhI Reporter

The first use of cumplcx electronic
circuitry in a car was the radio, but
within the next one to three years the
enr radio will undergo a
technological revolution that will

make even the most complex
car stcreo-tape-AM-FM-mullI-
pushbutton radios of today look jjke

simple devices of a bygone era.
The radio will be a computer as

well.

The first of the new generation
offerings are already on sale, and
most companies' offerings are
targeted for introduction In 1979.

Just what will the new radios look

like?

First of all. there will be digital

displays. The station numbers will

bo displayed, much as some of the

more advanced television sets now
on the market operate.

Or. if you don't want to know the
station number, touch another but-

ton. and the time will be displayed,
accurate to the second, or possibly
other information will be shown,
such as the current petrol consump-
tion rate.

The first unit was put on the

market this year by Panasonic,
which in tr.-* *J.3. ia celling n Jiii:

with a small computer c hip uaed for

more accurate tumr.g. It als'e has the

clock function built In. and the com-
puter memory allows up to 12

stations to be pre-set for ease of tun-

ing. The compute i also monitors
tape playing to prevent jamming.
That same numerical read-out can

be used as a speedometer, or be

programmed to display the mileage
left on a trip (computing distance

already travelled, and subtracting It

from a pre-set distance to a destina-

tion. whiefi the driver punched into

the unit before his trip!.

While the simpler computer func-
tions are for today’s market, and
next year's at the latest, the
somewhat more- complicated ones
are aimed at the market in 1581.

And beyond that are even more
sophisticated ideas.

Some European countries have
begun working on special radio
stations for broadcasting emergency
traffic information, using techniques
that allow limited range broadcasts
which can bo picked up only by cars
in the immediate vicinity of certain,

roads.

The computer-radio could monitor
those signals, but play them only
when an emergency broadcast com-
es on, turning off whatever radio or
tape programme the driver had been
playing at the moment.

Also, as the computer-radio gets
more sophisticated, it will get
smaller. The eventual idea is to

leave the numerical display and tape
cassette slot on the dashboard, hide
the rest of the unit somewhere else,
and put All of the controls right on or
next to the steering wheel, for
greater driver convenience.

Just how soon the computer-radios
will hit the Israeli market remains
unknown, but the market here is not

expected to be far behind those of the
I T .S and Europe. Thin means that by
1980 the radios should begin showing
up in stores throughout the country.

Price here is a big question,
though. This year, the first of the
computer-radios sell In the U.S. for

about *150. Next year’s more
sophisticated models are expected to

hit *250. But. the experts note, those
prices are for the first generation of

computer-radios, the “prestige" top-

of-the-line models. Prices are ex-

pected to be far lower for “off-

brands" that will appear within a
few years, with perhaps only a little

bit less in the way of functions.

PETROL PUMPS are in the news. While the Soaol company recent-
ly introduced a new type of electronic pump (left). Mayor Teddy
Kollek helped open the Paz chain's 17th service station in Jerusalem
(right). The mayor is seen putting petrol in a car under the watchful
eye of a uniformed attendant at the new station In the Givaf Shaul
quarter.
The electronic pump used by Sonol is said to be “tamper-proof" l«

allay the fears of some customers that attendants may overcharge
them, ft has been Installed at (he Tahanat Hof station on (he Tel
Avlv-Hersliya road, near the Auto City used car lots. Sonol may in

the future also install self-service pumps. The company plans tu
spend 55m. remodelling its stations this year.

The No-fault Law is unfair to the

seriously injured, lawyer writes
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By LEA LEVAVI
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The no*fault law
providing automatic compensation
for road accident victims (without
litigation i is excellent for victims of
minor accidents, but unfair to those
who suffer serious injury. This is one
of the main conclusions of a new
book. Insurance of Roud Accident

POP IN!
While cooling your heels

at Ben Gurion Airport

take steps to keep in

touch with Israel, fifty-

two times a year, How?
By reading The Jerusalem

Post Weekly International

Edition.

Pop into one of the two

Bronfman Bookshops in

the Duty Free Lounge and

subscribe on the spot.

Have a goo d
s; j ourney.

Shalom.

the Tel Aviv University Law Facul-

ty-

Dr. Goldstein explains that the

highest compensation victims can

get today Is the maximum set by
law. since no litigation for further

damages Is permitted.
Before the law was passed last

year, victims of serious accidents

used to he able to get, albeit after

long court battles, sums much
higher than today’s maximum. The

maximum for loss of earnings is

three times the national average of

salaries. Even If the victim's real

earnings were much higher, he can

get no more. For general damages
the most he can get Is ILIOO.OOO link-

ed to the index, which was about

IL160.000 at the end of November.

Dr. Goldstein feels that the max-
imum damages set by law should be
lowered, but that victims should be
allowed to sue for more, if they wish.
Denying people the right to sue for

damages is no way to solve the
problems of over-crowded court
calendars, he says.

He also criticizes the lack of

definitions In the law. Formerly a

road accident could only occur In "a
public way." There Is no such defini-

tion in the new law. Does this mean
thnl a collision between two sea-

going yachts, two moving farm
machines or two rides at an amuse-
ment park would now be considered
rond accidents too, he asks?
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End of the road for Japanese cars?
Hv KIM. £ WEINSTEIN
Jerusalem Pont Reporter

TOKYO. - - Although Japanese cars
are sc* r. in ever-increasing numbers
or. roads all over the world, the
prevailing n'.oud In the Jepanesc
asdomobi!*? industry is one of calm
before the storm. The feeling is that

’.he heyday pf expanding sales is

iwiring nr. end.
Tr.r factors nave contributed to

the mood of uncertainty. First, there
is the growing trend among the Big
Three of the American automobile
industry — General Motors. Ford
and Chrysler — to make smaller and
morn economical cars. The second
factor :s tne growing difficulty ir.

maintaining the market for
Jao.i!;<*sc cars in the U.S. ar.d

Europe F»nally. the strong yen as
well is Increasing labour costs con-
tinue to push up the price of
Japanese cars, making their. less

competitive.
Japan's 11 car makers -- most of

whom are are affiliated with two
giants. Toyota and Nissan — produc-
er over r.ine million cars last year.
This r-roduclion is second only to that
of th* U.S.. with 12 million vehicles.

Japan i* also second to the I'.S. in
p»-r capita ownership of automobiles.
Half of Japan’s production was ex-

por.ee. the two biggest customers
being the U.S. > almost two million
caw ar.d Saudi Arabia >240,0001.
Japan's status as a major car ex-

porter :« a fairly recent phenomenon
and exports reached the one million
,evc-: -inly in I9T&. At the time, the
major .mpetus to turn to foreign
markets was the severe competition
on the kn-.il scene. This competition
was beneficial, however, inasmuch
ax it forced the companies to make
rad..-*i improvements in the quality
uf their cars in order to survive.
The oil shock oi 1973. as it Is called

hero, and the resulting quadrupling
of *>i! prices, made the relatively
smali Japanese cars especially at-

tractive to fuel-economy conscious
buyers. In response, the Japanese

Smaller U.S. cars, rising

labour costs at home,
and the strength of its

own currency all com-
bine to threaten the
future of Japan’s car in-

dustry.

car makers drastically Increased

their production capacity. Now they

are afraid that if the market shrinks

they will find themselves over-

extended.
The biggest worry facing the car

industry here is what will happen in

the mid 19S0's. once the new genera-

tion of economical cars currently be-

ing developed by American and
European makers hit the road.

General Motors alone is spending

$3lb. on the project over the next six

years. On an annual basis this aum
LmounLs to three Umes the profits of

Toyota. If the research is successful,

the Japanese auto makers will be

hard pressed to find the resources to

match this investment.

Of no less concern is the in-
creasingly limited market abroad.
Japanese cars hove, perhaps, been
too popular, and in many countries a
reaction has been setting in.
England, for instance, is taking
measures to control imports of

Japanese cars in the face of a lop-
sided balance of trade ir. this area
between the two countries. While 10
per cent of all the cars on the road ir.

England are Japanese-made, only
1,000 British cars were exported to

Japan last year.
A similar tendency can be ex-

pected to develop in the U.S.. where
resentment at the influx of Japanese
cars is already felt. Due to the
devaluation of the dollar, however,
the Japanese share of the market
has been decreasing recently.

Southeast Asia would seem to

provide a natural market for

Japanese cars, but prospects are not

much more encouraging there
either Most of the countries there

have, in fact, already taken steps to

protect their own industries against

imports.
Or.n onsslble alternative would be

:o establish factories abroad
employing local labour. The
Jnpnr.c'se have made tentative steps

n this direction, but Ichiro Shiojl,

head of the Japan Automobile
Association, recently called upon
member firms to begin doing this on

a large scale, before It Is too late.

Less resentment would be voiced if

Inca! communities felt that they

were sharing in the profits. Just as

important, producing cars abroad

would help keep down some of the

costs caused by the rising value of

the yen.
Not all the people associated with

the Japanese car industry share the

ferlir.g of impending doom. In fact.

Shin Kikuchi. a senior executive at

Subarts, sounded rather optimistic

about, the prospects of his company
in an interview with The Jerusalem
Pr:,t. He reels iha: because of the

high quality of its manpower. Subaru
can still compete abroad. ,

Part of his company’s success, he

explains, is due tu its policy of

building factories In small towns.

The factory usually becomes the

town's main source of employment
and thi workers develop a feeling of

Iny.i-ty to it. Also increasing the

dedication of workers Is the policy of

giving each worker as much respon-

sibility es possible.

Kikuchi enumerates three con-

diUons necessary for successful!

competition in foreign markets: the

quality of the car. a network of ser-

vice garages, and the price. While

admitting that Subaru may find

itself at a disadvantage regarding
price, hv is confident that the firm's

standards of quality and service will

continue to keep it competitive.

‘Reinvent the car’ the U.S.

car industry is challenged
WASHINGTON iAPi. — Time is

running -jut on the internal combus-
tion engine and a joint government-
industry effort patterned after the
Apolio moon programme may be
necessary to develop the automobile
of the future, says U.S. Transporta-
tion Secretary Brock Adams.
Because of the deteriorating world

pctrok-cn: situation, a replacement
for conventional autc engines must
r,c found within the next decade.
A.larv.s sal- m an interview, recent-

“The motor vehicle is the prime
mover of our society, and our mobili-
ty and much of our economy depend
on a fragile alliance with the
Organization of Petroleum Expor-
ting Countries." he said. "The recent
Opcc price rise and events In Iran
reinforce my belief that we must
have a new type of propulsion unit.

• The government will have to be
Involved very heavily in the basic
and advanced research, because the
automotive companies say they just
do not have the resources or the in-

clination to get into it," he said.

It ought to be a cooperative effort,

he added, noting that the
automakers have 30.000 engineers
and the Departments of Transporta-
tion and Energy together have in-

vested SlQOm. in research on ex-
perimental vehicles.

"It's the same kind of thing we did
when we decided to put a man on the

If Israeli drivers got a "safe
driving" discount on their driving
licence and vehicle registration fees,

Israel would stop having the highest
per capita road accident rate in the
world.
Yosef Tamir f Likud > said this at

the Knesset Economic Committee
yesterday. In Its dlcussion of his mo-
tion on road accidents, referred to it

from the plenum.
Tamir said every discount given to

a safe driver would pay off many

PARIS « UPIi- — The price of petrol

went up in France yesterday to 2.75

francs a litre, or the equivalent of

S3.04 a gallon.

The increases were asked for by
the nation's parliament in preparing
the 1979 budget and had no relation

to the recent 15 per cent boost in

crude oil prices ordered by Opec
countries. That will raise the price of

moon." he said.

Ir. a speech last month in Detroit.

Adams challenged tne industry to

"re-invent the car" in the next few
years and invited Us engineers to a
"summit” in Washington to hasten
development of an energy

-

stretching, safe and people-pleasing

auto.

Subsequently. Henry Ford, chair-

man of the Fcrd Motor Company, in-

vited Adams lo Detroit to inspect

Ford's research iat-s and tv Jtscuss £

the technology Involved, along with

such things as the reaction of buyers
to smaller, lighter cars, the cost of

the technical task ahead and the im-
pact of any new car on employment.
Adams scolded U.S. automakers

for being "imitators" instead of “in-

novators" and noted that the
Transportation Department had to

go abroad to buy the technology oi a
petrol-efficient auto. "It's a
Volkswagen Rabbit with a super-
charged diesel. It gets SO km. to the
gallon and has full crash protec-

tion," he said.

Will the auto of the next decade be
an entirely new car, or will It be a
smaller car with a smaller internal

combustion engine?
"Because of the world oil situa-

tion. we should be considering a new
type of propulsion unit, whether it is

partially electric, partially gas tur-

bine or an innovative new heat
engine." Adams replied.

times over in view of the billions of
pounds lost every year in damage to

life and property.
He noted that In recent road

checks Involving several thousand
vehicles, half had mechanical
defects of one kind or another, and a
quarter had defects described as
"serious.” Over 100 garages had
been shut down by the authorities in
the past year because they had no
licences, and several hundreds more
were being sued, be said.

petrol even more in France on
February 15. government officials

said.

YOUTH SENTENCED. — A 17-year-

old youth was sentenced recently to

one-"and-a-haIf years in jail by the

Tel Aviv Juvenile Court for his in-

volvement in 15 thefts from cars.

ONE OF THESE SIGNS is
superfluous. The triangular
Yield sign is -really not
necessary when the white hand
of the Stop sign at the corner of
Jerusalem's King George and
Shmuel Hanagid streets tells a
driver to come to a haft. The
Crosswalk sign doesn't make the
situation any clearer eitherj

(Zoom 77)

New year starts with

13 road accidents,

two of them fatal

There were 13 road accidents on
the first day of 1979, in which two
people died and 20 were hurt, 12 of

them suffering bad or medium in-

juries.

Eliahu Sharabi. 18. waa killed near
Kiryat Ono when a car went Into a
tree on Monday night. A 19-year-old

soldier was hurt in the accident.
Suallemhabu Frei. 32, of Gaza,

was riding a donkey across a road
north of Gaza town when he was
struck by a local taxi. He was killed

on the spot. The taxi-driver waa
detained for questioning. (Him)

THE TRANSPORT MINISTRY con-
tinues its efforts to close unlicensed
repair garages by referring such
cases to the Justice Ministry and the

police. Legal proceedings against
garage owners who have ignored
closure orders will be speeded up.

the Transport Ministry spokesman
sAid.

‘Safe driving’ discounts on licence fees

France raises prices at petrol pumps
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Kupat Holim on defensive
THE HEAD-ON clash between the Ministry of Health and the
Histadrut’s Kupat Holim sick fund which hurst out into the open
yesterday Is ostensibly about health services and money. In

reality it is about political control.
Minister of Health Eliezer Shost&k can, no doubt, make out a

persuasive case that the government lacks the funds to continue
subsidizing the Histadrut’s sick fund at the munificent levels

achieved during the 29 years of Labour government-Kupat
Holim symbiosis.

It is stretching credulity, however, to pretend that the

clenching of the Treasury's hand Is not part of the Likud's cam-
paign to undermine Kupat Holim, a major stronghold of the
Labour opposition.
Similarly, Kupat Holim's retaliatory decision not to open

some of its newly built facilities and its threat to close down an
additional string of clinics can be justified by pointing to the

ILSOOm . shortfall in the expected government subvention. It is

impossible, however, to disguise that this is part of a Histadrut

campaign to preserve its hold on its membership in the face of

the Likud government's declared intention of nationalizing

health services.
There is a palpable danger that, as in the case of the recent

teachers' strike, where the high school pupils paid the price, so

here too Israel's sick and infirm will be the ones to pay for the

present dispute, which promises to be protracted. v
The health service provided for over three quarters of Israel's

population by Kupat Holim during the half century of its ex-

istence constitutes onfe of the Labour Movement’s more im-
pressive achievements. But the simple fact is that for some time
now that movement and its organized arm, the Histadrut, have
not been able to afford that service. This fact was for long
hidden by subsidies from Labour governments.
The growing sophistication of modern medicine, and the in-

creasing expectations of the population have priced adequate
health service out of the reach of even such quasi-voluntary
organizations with massive captive memberships. The financial

problems of Kupat Holim have been aggravated all the more by
the practice of siphoning off 40 per cent of membership dues and
matching employers’ contributions to finance the Histadrut 's

bureaucracy in whose services most members no longer have
any interest.

Kupat Holim and the Histadrut are faced with a dilemma:
fighting the government's nationalization plans by cutting down
services can only increase member alienation from Kupat
Holim.
The only way out is for the Labour Movement to come to grips

with the fact that it can no longer shoulder the financial burden
of improving health services to its membership and that the
nationalization, rationalization and depoliticization of these ser-

vices is an idea whose time has come. Mounting an all out fight

against Messrs Ehrlich and Shostak can only result in a further

alienation of potential voters from the Labour Party.
Instead. Labour and its representatives in the Histadrut and

Kupat Holim should take the initiative and join in the planning
of a revamped national health service, providing for the com-
plex transition from one system to the other.

Adopting such an alternative approach, the Histadrut could
display the expertise in providing public health services that
has accumulated in Kupat Holim and that is unmatched either
in the Ministry of Health or in any other institution.

POSTSCRIPTS

ADOLF HITLER Isn't a good in-

surance salesman' — at least if the

audience Is Jewish and the medium
Is Brazilian TV.
Banco Real In Sao Paulo thought it

would be clever to screen an adver-
tisement featuring the Fuehrer in
the middle ofa recent segment ofthe
docu-drama “Holocaust." In the
film, Hitler appears making a
speech. The voice fades to that of an
announcer who advises: “The less

sure you are of what will happen
tomorrow, the more you need to tsdse

out an insurance policy."

Dozens of irate viewers —amost of

them Jewish — called the bank in

protest, stating that they would close

their accounts in Banco Real
because of the management's insen-

sitivity. Rabbi Henry Sobei, a leader
of the Jewish community In Sao
Paulo, finally received an apology
from the bank and was told that

there had been no Intention of offen-

ding anyone.
The bank's publicity director said

that “Insurance ads must have a
strong impact. Hitler was used In

this case as a symbol of catastrophe
— to remind people that they can
never foresee tomorrow."

J.S.

WORSHIPPERS at the Rabbi
Yohanan Ben-Zakkai Synagogue in

the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem's
Old City are now ready for the com-
ing of the Messiah. Until 1946, a
ram's horn and a vessel filled with
pure olive oil sat on a window ledge

of the synagogue. The shofar was
meant to be sounded at the arrival of

the Messiah, and the oil wad to be
used for the re-kindling of the eternal

light In the Temple. The Jordanians
who destroyed the synagogue pillag-

ed its contents. Including the horn
and the cruse of oil. Now that the

house of worship has been rebuilt

and become a centre for the
quarter's community, a

philanthropist has donated a new
shofar and cruse of oil. They were
brought to the synagogue last month
at a joyous ceremony attended by
leading rabbis and cantors, J.S.

THE JEWISH SCHOOL In Madrid
isn't very Jewish any more. Parents
of the pupils recently decided to hire
a Catholic priest to teach Christiani-

ty at the school, since one-third of the
student body la now Christian. The
decision was taken at a parents'

meeting attended mostly by the non-

Jewlsh parents. The Christian
children were allowed to enroll after

financial difficulties at the school
required higher enrolment, accor-
ding to a World Zionist Organization
official who visited there
recently. J.S.

JUST IN CASE ANYONE could
possibly care, we thought we’d tell

you that the country's astrologers
have trotted out their predictions for
the New Year. Among other daring
prognostications, stargazers Hans
Zeuger and Han Peker foresee “a
rough year economically" for Israel.

TRADITION, TRADITION. Just
before the shutdown of his
newspaper, editor William Rees-
Mogg pointed out that since the "The
Times" of London was established in

1817, the paper has had 10 editors,

"while in the same period there have
been 14 popes."

A 12-YEAR-OLD we know has a
proposal to the Agriculture Ministry
on how to have more rain in the coun-
try The idea is simply to hold a torch
race, at least twice a week. She
claims that H never falls to rain
when the Maccabl youth movement
holds its traditional Hanukka torch
race.

7. 0.
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Not surprisingly, the Carter Administration’s break
with Taiwan has aroused doubts in Israel about
America’s reliability as an ally. HERBERT A.
KAMPF examines the President’s reasons for turn-

ing against a faithful friend; GERALD SEGAL
sees the reaction here as a reflection of this coun-
try’s parochial attitude towards international
political developments.

THE CHINESE PUZZLE
By HERBERT A. KAMPF By GERALD SEGAL

THE CARTER Administration sur-
prised the world In the middle of
December through Its brusque ac-
tions toward two small, but old and
reliable, allies located at opposite
ends of Asia. It thereby
demonstrated two basic flaws in Its
approach to foreign policy.
President Carter severely criticiz-

ed Israel for refusing to go along
with the latest Egyptian zigzagging
in the peace negotiations and for
refusing to sign a treaty surrender-
ing the Sinai Peninsula In exchange
for a kind of novel status quo ante
pacem, or for a continuation after
the signing of the peace treaty of the
state of no peace that existed before
its signature. Almost simultaneous-
ly. Washington announced the sever-
ing of diplomatic ties with the
Nationalist Chinese on Taiwan and
the early establishment of normal
diplomatic relations with the Com-
munist regime In Peking.
The Administration's actions In

regard to Israel and Taiwan follow
other controversial actions in
national defence and foreign affairs,
such as some of its decisions on the B
l bomber, the neutron bomb,
detente, and Africa. All originate in

the same defective thinking that
seems to be in the ascendancy In the
Carter Administration, although it

was by no means unknown among Its

predecessors.

A NUMBER of factors have to be
taken Into account in explaining
President Carter's behaviour toward
Israel.

He appears to be extremely con-
cerned about the possible short-term
risks involved In standingbyhis ally,

while largely ignoring the long-term
risks that could result from his ac-

tions. He fears that failure to paste
together some sort of makeshift
peace agreement quickly could
result in a drift toward war. This In

turn could result in an Arab oil em-
bargo, a confrontation with the
USSR, more military aid to Israel,

and so on.

While Carter and his advisers
appear to be extremely preoccupied
with these dire possibilities, which
need not materialize* if the U.S.

stands behind Israel, they seem to

rationalize away the larger and
more certain long-range risks that

they face if they fail to support us.

They are apparently unwilling to see
that such action would undermine
America's credibility as an ally.

ISRAEL IS today America’s only
"fighting ally," the only ally that
fights its own wars and wins its

own wars, and requires from the

U.S. only weapons, money' and a
background presence to balance out
the Soviet Union. Israel thus cor-

responds to the American ideal of an
Asian ally, as spelled out in the 1969

Nixon Doctrine.

If the Israeli government and
American public opinion do not
protect Carter from some of his own
policies, and if he should have his

way, Israel will, sooner or later, be
returned to its indefensible pre-1967

borders, with a Soviet-sponsored

PLO state established within the
streets of Jerusalem and a half-
baked peace with Egypt that will
preserve the latter as an effective
Arab confrontation state.

In such a case. President Carter
will only have succeeded in turning
his most self-reliant ally into another
"ally on crutches" which cannot de-
fend Itself without American troops,
a type of ally of which the U.S.
already possesses a superabun-
dance. If Israel should then be at-
tacked by its Arab enemies, Egypt
would be free to join them through
flexible interpretation of the word
"attack," and Israel, lacking defen-
sible borders, might have no
recourse but to call on the U.S. (or
help.
President Carter will then have

placed his country in a painful dilem-
ma, because it will face the unplea-
sant choice of either becoming in-

volved in another Asian land war, or
destroying what is left ,of America's
post-Vietnam, post-Angola and post-
Taiwan credibility os an ally.

This situation brings to mind
Winston Churchill's famous state-

ment following the 1988 sell-out of

Czechoslovakia. Churchill declared
that Great Britain and France had
faced a choice between war and dis-

honour: they had chosen dishonour
and would also have war. By turning
against his ally Israel out of a fear of

another Middle Eastern war, Carter
may end up by both undermining
American credibility and making
such a war far more likely, under
worse conditions.

THERE ARE additional reasons
why the President has turned
against a faithful friend. He fears
that Egypt may ultimately return to

the Soviet embrace unless
Washington pressures enough con-
cessions out of Israel. The reasoning
involved here does not make much
sense. If Egypt befriended the U.S.
merely to obtain concessions from
Israel, then Egypt will lose Interest

in American friendship once it has
achieved its goal. It is hardly worth
undermining a strong and reliable

ally like Israel for this kind of Egyp-
tian goodwill. It, on the other hand,
Egypt Is now befriending the U.S.
because it needs American economic
assistance, then it le certainly not
necessary to undermine Israel in

order to keep Egypt's friendship.

President Carter is also pressur-
ing Israel because he wishes to

please Saudi Arabia and the other
Arab states whose Investments are

needed to enable the U.S. to pay the
exorbitant prices those countries are
now charging for their oil.

This is a testimonial to previous
American policies that paid far too
much attention to the advice handed
out by the Arab-oil lobby in
Washington and enabled the Arabs
to attain a position from which they
are able to exploit the world and ruin
the economies of the West. Needless
to say. President Carter was duly
rewarded by his Arab friends for his

pressure on Israel by an almost im-
mediate increase in the price of oil.

DryBones
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TERSBHBBHREADERS' LET

THE DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT
Tn (he Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir. — A recent public opinion poll

carried out by the Pori Institute es-

tablished that, if elections to the
Knesset were to be held now. the
Democratic Movement under the
leadership of Professor Yadin would
obtain two per cent ot the vote, which
would ''mean 2.9 seats, and Shlnui
would obtain one per cent of the vote,
which would mean more than one
seat.

If we take into consideration the
fact that 39 per cent of those polled
had not made up their mind how they
would vote land this figure includes
about half of the supporters of the
Democratic Movement for Change),
one can assume that the Democratic
Movement would gain enough sup-
port for at least one or two more
scats and Shinui might get another
scat. One can therefore conclude
that, if elections were held today, the
Democratic Movement would win
four scats and Shlnui two.

These figures prove that Shinui
and especially the Democratic
Movement remain very much on the
political map and all those who hap-
pily proclaimed the demise of our
movement are still likely to be
bitterly disappointed.
The success of the Democratic

Movement in the municipal elections

in towns like Kiryat Shmona, Tirat

Hacarmel. Kiryat Yam, Beersheba
and especially Ashkelon is proof of

the increasing strength of our move-
ment. especially among those sec-

tors ofthe people which constitute to-

day a majority of Israel's popula-

tion.

RAM RON. Secretary General,
Democratic Movement

Tel Aviv.
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The powerful Arab-oil lobby is
another cause of Carter's pressure
on Israel. It has far more Influence
over the executive branch — where,
in foreign policy. Influence counts
moat — than the much-maligned
Jewish lobby. Finally, we might add
that Carter pressured Israel
because, eager aa he is to force
through almost any kind of peace, he
dares not pressure the Egyptians.

ONE IS TEMPTED to Inquire a little

deeper into the Carter Ad-
ministration’ a reasons for its actions
at the two extremities of Asia. They
are related to the Administration's
approach to other foreign policy and
national defence problems, which Is

influenced by two conditions.
The first of these is a fault that the

U.S. shares with most democratic
governments: a tendency to concen-
trate on short-term advantages at
the expense of long-term con-
siderations.
As far back as the 1830s, the

French political thinker Alexis de
Tocqueville noted the great difficul-

ty of presuading the citizens of a
democracy to accept sacrifices over
a long period for the sake of benefits
that will only appear at a much later
date. The democratic decision-
making process is based largely on
reconciling pressures, and tends to

concentrate on a short-term view of

the most pressing current problems.
In too many cases, possible future
problems are Ignored until a crisis

develops, at which point the
decision-makers turn ail their atten-
tion to managing the crisis.

The oil problems of the Western
world are an outstanding example of

this condition, as are President
Carter's ill-advised pressures on
Israel, which can achieve no more
than a temporary Impression of
superficial peace In the Middle East.
The second condition that In-

fluences the policies of the Carter
Administration-la of a more subtle
nature. Because of the spiritual-

ideological poverty of the contem-
porary Western world, the Ideas of

its enemies have steadily infiltrated

Western thinking. To cite only two
examples: many people in the West
are convinced that the Third World
must become communized and that
the communist model, no matter
how detestable it may be to us, offers

the only solution to its many
problems; and, whenever a left

wing. Soviet-supported guerrilla war
or terrorist campaign breaks out it

must “inevitably" triumph, and the

West must surrender to it.

This second example provides the
logic behind President Carter's ap-
parent conviction that, sooner or

j
later, a PLO-dominated Palestinian
'Arab state In the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip is inevitable and Israel

must be pressured Into gradually
accepting it.

This kind of logic, however, la con-

tradicted by the facts. Guerrilla
wars and terrorist campaigns were
defeated in Greece during the poet-

Worid War n period and in Kenya,
the Philippines and Malaya during
the 1950s. Israel has been coping
successfully for many years with
Palestinian Arab terrorism. The
cases of Greece, the Philippines and
Malaya involved communist
guerrilla wars, and PLO terrorism is

supported by the Soviet Union.

As far as the Third World's
problems are concerned, the only In-

evitability is that of some kind of

change. Communist China, which
went to the limit In trying to solve Its

problems the Aslan MarxM-Leniniart
way, is now becoming more conser-

vative.

The largely unconscious adoption
of communist and left wing ideas is

extremely dangerous for the
Western world. As Its enemies have
succeeded in forcing the West to

perceive events in a manner that

serves their Interests, the prophetic

claims of the Marxlst-Leninlsts are
being accepted In the West and
thereby become self-fulfilling. The
West is also gradually adopting
policies that can be relied on to bring
about its ultimate defeat.

Conditioned by the democratic
tendency toward short-term ex-

pediency at the expense of long-term
needs, unconsciously influenced by
the type of thinking which left

wingers and those who listen to them
have popularized In the West, and
headed by a man who is a novice in
foreign affairs, the U.S. government
is pursuing policies that can only un-
dermine two trusted and proven
allies and inflict additional defeats
on the West.
Lenin said that the capitalists will

one day sell to the communists the
rope that will be used to hang them.
We might elaborate this statement.
Not only is the West selling the
Soviets technology and products that
they need for their expansionist
strategy, but the Carter Administra-
tion is also buying for the West a
rope made of its enemies' ideas.

The author, who noio lives in
Jerusalem, formerly taught political

science at John Jay College in New
York.
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ITHAS BEEN DEEPLY disturbing
to see the negative reaction of the
Israeli press, Including The
Jerusalem Post, to the announce-
ment that the People's Republic of
China andthe U.S. were to normalize
their relations. Specifically, tt has
been distressing to see the long-
overdue American recognition of
Qxmmunist China labelled as a sign of
the U.S.'s lack of credibility as an al-

ly. with ail this may imply for the
state of Israel and its reliance bn the
U.S. aa an ally.

The reaction reflects the unfor-
tunate tendency of Israelis to behave
parochially in relation to world

'

politics.

Israel has developed the habit, es-

pecially since the Six Day War, of
seeking allies anywhere, regardless
of what is generally called "political

morality," so long as it is "good (or
the Jews" or, to put it in a more
sophisticated way, in "our national
Interest,” which has gone uncheck-
ed.

One need only mention Israel's
close ties with South Africa or
Nicaragua to make those who are
genuinely concerned with Israel's

status as a democratic and free stale
squirm with embarrassment.
A more striking instance of

Israel's strangely isolated approach
to international polltica is its move to

strengthen Its ties with South Viet-

nam In the years just prior to the
North Vietnamese victory, when vir-

tually no segment of the democratic
world could continue to support the
fiction of a free South Vietnam as the
bulwark for Western values In Asia.
The South Vietnam case Is moat

pertinent to the China normalization
issue, for recent reports of Israel's

growing connections with Taipei,
just when virtually all the Western
and democratic world has aban-
doned the fiction of the Chinese
Nationalists as the representative of

the Chinese people, is another In-

dication of Jerusalem 'a talent for

jumping onto every sinking ship.

Surely there must be someone In

the Foreign Ministry who Is aware of
trends in Aslan politics and percep-
tive enough to warn against In-

creasing Israel's International Isola-

tion by aligning it with obsolete and
indefensible political fictions such as
South Vietnam In the early 1970s or
Taiwan later In the decade.

THE VIEW- that the U.S. has aban-
doned an ally In Taiwan and might
well abandon Israel as well, reflects

the same inability to understand
broader international trends. .

Washington’s alliance policy may In
the past (and Indeed in the present)
have been based on the concept of
seeking coalitions with anyone so

long as they were anti-Communiat.
But the Carter Administration does
make some effort to distinguish
between outmoded legacies of
historical situations altered by
changing political developments,
and the present-day requirements of

U.S. policy.

It may have taken Washington 30
years to realize that Chi&ng Kai-
shek's Nationalists were a poor
representative of freedom In a
struggle against Communism, es-
pecially in the light of Mao’s relative
success, tn dealing with the food and

.
population, problems In China; but
the U.S. did eventually see the need
to abandon Its obsolete view of the
world and China.
As recently declassified U.S.

documents reveal, even as early as
the late 1960s. Washington un-
derstood that Taiwan was more of a
burden and a threat than a valuable
ally.

America has now finally chosen to

state clearly that its ability to help
determine the pattern of global in-

ternational relations and peace Is

more important than a treaty that

was formulated In another age and
in a different set of circumstances. It

has given unequivocal notice to

whom it may concern that the U.S. is

only an ally so long as it suits U.S.
policy. States which, by their actions
and their misperceptions of inter-

national politics, persist In providing
more problems than benefits to the
U-S. will be abandoned as “allies" of

America.
This lesson must be clear. to Israel,

and Jerusalem must not delude Itself

that its status as an ally of the U.S. is

sacrosanct.
Jerusalem must appreciate that if,

in its constant pursuit of narrow and
parochial short-term political
calculations, it continues to ignore
Washington's interests, it will indeed
be "abandoned” by the U.S. as
Taiwan has been “abandoned." If,

far example Israel should continue
to misunderstand such important
and essentially long-overdue U.S.
moves as the normalization of
relations with China, Israel will

bring about the fulfilment, of its own
prophecy of an Anerlcan un-
willingness to support its “allies."

In tiie final analysis, the lesson
must surely be; that in order to re-

main. an American ally, Israel must
try to appreciate Washington's view
of the U.S. role In the world and its

own national interest, and at least

from time to time transcend narrow
Israeli self-interest.

The writer, a Hebrew University

graduate, is in London completing a
Ph.D thesis on Sino-American
relations.
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